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4.- PREFACE

The study contained herein-is a result of

the commitment and dedication ql the staff,

of Palo Alto Unified,School District. Its

concerp for students andfor quality ex-

periences for thOse students has been-a,

forceful and"consistent.guide'to the in-

ve ilators of this jroject as it was

cone ived and implemented.

-.It is to them that this study is.dedicated

in the.hopes'that in some small way it may

"make difference."

_

Rothe.k. Lundy.

Richard Carey

Rosemarie' Motote
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D1MENSIONS,OF LEARNING FOR THE'

' HIGHLY GIFTED STUDENT. '4
.0'

THE PROBLEM

In a school districtlwith a large proportion of
students identified as. academically gifted (20 per-

cent in the Palo Alto Unified School District during
the period of this study), the question arises as
to the effeativeness'of the'programOng for the en-
tiregroup of gifted students. Within the group

'of_gifted much concern has been expressed. for the
highly gifted (defined in this study as those 3+
standard deviations above the mean on nationally
nonmed individual tests i.e. WISC or Stanford Binet,

or withl.Q. scores above '145 or 148). The litera-

ture has' raised some questions about this group in
comparison to those students in'the 1pwer ranges

of giftedness (130 to )45). The program coordinator.

and other staff working with these students were
concerned with the diffibulty of making qualita-
tively different and appropriate educdtional.programs
for these students: ,

In. view of these questions, it was deoided to
design a study for the purpose of isolating and t

c

focusing upon the learning characteristics of the
highly gifted. Since the learning of these students'

/
at the elethentary level takes place.within a, class-
room of students with varying ability, it was felt
that some comparison of these characteristics with
,those of the academically "average Palo Alto stu-
dent" (defined in this case as students with
academic aptitude on national norms ttetween

50th and 75h percenti ) might be of value.''In
other words, what kinds -a-E.:individual prognImMing
mightle needed bithe academically highly gifted
student which might be different from the needs of
the larger numbers of academically average students

(within the same classrooms? At the secondary level



.

there are some special advanced grqupings for the
gifted; however, for a portion of fhe day they are
in classirs with average Palo Alto students.

POPULATION

The Palo-Atto Unified School District, has a student
enrollment of 12,500 (during the,period ofthe
study), and over 2600 had been identified as gifted
using state criteria ti.e. over 20 percent)., St4te
criteria include an individual intelligence test
score at or above the 98th percentile in elementary
school, or, at the secondary level,( a group academic

aptitude and an achievement score -Ain reading on math
at or above the 98th percentile.

Another perspective, on the abnornial distributiOn of
the academically gifted in Palo Alto is illustrated
by the graph below. It shows that over 30 percent
of the gifted population have scores above .145.
The number of students who store 3+ standard devia-
tions above the mean (i.e. 145 or above) in a normal
ditribution is 13 in 10,000, while in Palo Alto-it
is approximately 420. per 10,000. Therefore, it is
clear.that it'is not a small or, insignificant part
of the student population thil is being studied.:.

2

TABLEI: Distribution of IQ Scores Within the
Gifted Range in Palo Alto,'1974-75.

25% 26% 19% 14% 9% 3% ! A%

IQ Sco're 130 135 140 145 150 155 J60& above*

( *The test norms do not discriminate very well above
160,)
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SETTING
4

Programming for the students identified as gifted in
,Palo Alto spans twpidecades: 9rovisiont for these

- students at'the eleMentary level takes,the form 'of
'enrichment within the basically self-contained.

heterogeneously, grouped classroom. These provisions

are individually designed programs which provide -

qualitatively different experiences for the students.

At the seclary level 'Honors anti 'Advanced Placemen't

classes are Vailable for the student.

Student, teacher and parent 4c;T:Ztion of this sysL
tem of providing -experiences for this population has,

over the years, been generally positive and supa.

porti:ye. .

As described in'kthe statement of the problem above,
however, some concern was felt for 'the edudational
programming for the students in the academically

'highly gifted ratige.

tt

PROCEDURES USED It THE STUDY OF HIGHLY GIFTED.
STUDENTS AND THEIR APPROACHES TO LEARNING

-OVERALL METHODOLOGY'

The study was conceptualized as essentially in- .

ductive. The method was to gather subjective
data in a systematic way from a large humber of
.students identified as highly gifted. These data

were recorded off tapes and transcribed for review
by the,three investigators who helped design the

data 'gathertng,instr,ument. The analysis took

. place over a'period of two years with interim
reports,the formulatior,of additional questions
and the raising of new issues.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE SAMPLE

it is important to note the details-of how our

gifted sample was idegtified. The students were

identified as gifted by either a Weehsler Intelli-
gence Scale for Children or a Stanford- Binet.

3
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None of,the students were choSen from those,identi7
flea by group measures. 'Both of these instruments
put a certain premium upon speed-bf reaction and
timed exercises. Our-group of academically highly '

gifted studentssmay also begifted in "academic
speed;" that is, other potenfially_highly gifted
studeqs-withput the capacity for completing aca-
demic tasks quickly might not be in our sample of
""ftighly gifted." Therefpre', if this speculation
is correct, it hasAmplications for educational
programming and probably for identification pro-
cedures),. Ouesample,kneluded students who are
not onlj accurate but lipA'qui4 in their academic

3 responses. '9

.

At first the 'study was going to include only highly
gifted'subjects,*but early in the planning it was
decided to add a 6omOrison group of students ,

matched on sex, grade level and class. The reason
it'was decided to add the comparison_group was two-
fold. First, a frequent question from teachers
and others when we preSented the early findings
was, "But are these chavecteristics any different
from .other more average students?" SecOnd, "How
might your'findingS help us provide for this group
when they are in a learning environmentwith other,
PAUSD students ?" Thus, a complrison group was

.chosen to represent as nearly as possible an
:-- "average" PAUSD sbdent. Since the average score

on group academic aptitude tests is about at the
65th percenWe for all students, a range of Prom
50th through 75th percentile was dsed for selection
to. the comparison group!

Another change in sampling took place when the 8th
and ljth grades were added. The reason for this

. was the frequently raised question, "Are there
likely to be differences in leaning characteristics
of the highlmifted that change as they get older
and in higher gradesrDr will any generalizations...

you reach hold for later years?" Also, teachers
and staff in the secondary school'sl wed definite
interest iany findings that might elp them pro-
gram secondary school studens-.

4 .
i0
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The sample for the,study is shown-in TABLE II
This, sampling was designed to allow for comparisons

over a rang of developmental levels and grade'

levels.
.

1
TABLy. fI. . .

GRADE RIPHLY GIFTED- COMPARISON

3 30 30 :

' 5 : 38 38

9 20 20

11 23 23

$o

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT-

The first step for developing an instrument for

describing individual differences among very at1e
students 'was asking three teachers with consider-

_

able experience teaching highly gifted students, -

td describe the,learning styles and preferred
learning situations of highly gifted students
with whom they had worked. (One teacher was

l'also a parent of three such children.) This

was completed,on released time when teachers had

an opportunity to review their experiences ill
dept*, with the, three investigators'taking Rotes
and listening to their commentary.

-These descriptions gave the investigators some
.

Jn-depth descriptions of how highly gifted stu-
dents react in classes-which contain a 'Wide
range of academic aptitude. From these descrip-

tion standardized interview questions were

generated. The expectation was that very able
students could provide analyi-sand in4gq into
'their learning characteristics when provideti

' with the right stimulus.

o A,gtructured interview of fiftein items was de-

vedloped,"and'tried with a small,sample of fourth
.



and twql.fth grade -highly able students.' In

additjon:the same instrument (slightly.rewovied)
was used for teachers 0 elementary studentsj
(third and...,Alah grade) who were also inter.viePed:

(See AppendiA.I)' The appropriateness of the
,

ques-
dons seemed to be confirmed by the. reactions ob-

Q. a

`tained from th6lteachers and the grade groups.
In add)tion; several useful intervieW probe"
were developed, making for a more 'reliable
'view instrument. This same instrument was used
,for the entire sampling group, and interviews
were tape-rec'rded and franscribed for review, by
the investiga ors .-

y".

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The prbcess of doing the'jnterviewim of all .the
gro4s sampled 'and getting the datatranscribed
was lengthy and took,place,over" two years. Dur-

frig this time interim status reports were.given

'to teathers, administrators' and guidarke workers..
These reports resulted in,the enlargeMent of the
studi,froran elementary level 'to include second-
ary level, and the developmeR; of 0 comparison .

roup.. A desirable result of the interim reports,
was a widespread uie_df the interview instruments
by school staff',-rn developing programs for the
,general students identified as gifted. \.

'4 The analysis of, the data proceeded gyer many
meetings and discussions after re,x14fig and re,
,reading he;iqerview transcripts. .This resulted
in the tification* four dimensions which
seemed esdribe the learning charaedgerisetict

. , of the h hly 'gifted; Thee..dimenslon.s were:.

A. Instructional style .

B.. Peer, context

Indepedenice4; D. Variety. .P" , .

-The discussiEk 64 of the,findings of the study will
.

the.organized around'-these four areas.

,

1,



A. RESULTS: INSTRUCTIONAL STYLE

The jmporeance of the teacher's instructional
methods and style is a major theme-with highly
gifted students at all levels. When asked to
describe "bes,t,:post rewarding experiences of
the school'year," or,the settings "where yOu
learn best," the highly gifted included examples
of ttaching methods and of teacher responsive-

.

rieps toward student ideaS.

An opportunity for discovery learning or prob-
lem solving is most. important to these stu-
dents, with the adult resources available
according to a student's need, for them. For

example,

.

"I like to discover facts and
things, rather than having
someone tell me things..."

and .

"I like.a teacherwho ddes not
help you all the time, onty
when you reallyneed help.".

'Teachirig methods, cited as giving chanCes' for

, discovery learning are'class discq6sions,
.projects, problems or applications of new
knowledge, simulations and learning games.

To b e without the...time and opporturrity to

-.locate information and to use new ways .

Of, learning brings disappointment and
disinterest for the gifted students. Fre-

quent or routine use.of any method (lectures,
'reading with reports to `follow, same book
or workbook, Same kind of tests) prevents 1,

their discovery of new ways of 'Learning.
While giving students answers or information
preventstheq disOovery experiences, they
mention also that use of single or few

413 7.
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methods of study prevents a variety of experience
in their learning how to learn.

Enough,students describe the importance of dis-
covery learning experience and of applying or
sharing their knowledge, that programs for gifted
students need to include such opportunities
routinely. Each day, in some subject areas, and
weekly for all subject areas, highly gifted stu-
dents probably need to have these opportunities.

A teacher's readiness to listen, to respect and
understand what students,say, and to accept sug,
gestions,are also very important to the learning-
of highly gifted students, at all levels.

Typically,

like teachers who are understanding.
They act like they really care for you,
(and) they make things fun for the whole

and

"...a teacher who likes to talk about
things, who listens to you, too, who
doesn't ir4terrupt and change the subject."

and

'...one who checks if we understand,
accepts our ideas....one who takes sug-
.gestions:"

The quality of responsiveness desired in a teacher's
style is remarkably similar for hi.ghlyogifted stu-
dents grades 3-11.

A teacher's humorous and playful approach to in-
struction is also appreciated by many highly gifted
students.

"I like , she is funny and we
laugh a lot, I don't like attacher
who yells at you and getsinad...."

and

8

44
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"I would use games to learn things:..it's
fun and I learn more that, way..."

and

"My teacher helps me more and does it-

by making a,little joke."

The kind'of lightness, the keeping of a perSpective
of several views at one time described by highly
gifted students, is reminiscent of the ways many
of them use their own imagination in school
learning, situations, (See Interview Question:

What Part Does Imagination Play in Your Life?)

Perhaps an ability or a preference for playful
approaches to a situation is an aspect of some
highly gifted students' learning style. It

would be interesting to investigate whether those
highly gifted students would rank high on tests
,of creative or playful uses of objects and con-
cepts For while giftedness and creativity
are dot closely related in the genera' , population,

for those students who are highly gifted and
specifically creative in such ways, school pro-.
grams could include provision for their individu-

al learning style.

Instructional style and aspects of learning

The identification of highly gifted students is
by an individual intelligence test score. Both.

WISC and Stanford-Binet tests measure abstract
and conceptual ability...the ability to genei-ate

and.use concepts. The tests present standardized
situations that require new uses of old concepts,.
ordevdlopment of concepts, for successful perfor- 4
mance. ,Highly gifted students succeed above 99
percent of the population. So, it is not sur-
prising that students selected for very high .

ability also gain great personal satisfaction
from using their' conceptual ability in school
learning situations through discovery, learning
of new concepts Arid using familiar concepts in

new ways.

1 9



-Differences by developmental level

. While many similarities exist across .chool levels
n the student preferences for instructional
style, it is interesting to look at .differences
as well. .

Secondary school highly gifted students more often
prefer and learnlest'when activities are clearly

'related to the purpose of the:class, when teachers
'show their own interest in the subject and the,
activities, and when the class atmosphere -is in-
forMal yet busy. Perhaps the departmental organi-
Zation of studies, and the teacher's evident choice
of materials and approach, lead older students-to,
nbtice-such learning situations. ,They describe
personal behavior by teachers, in contrast to a
'role' Or a 'procedure,' orteaching, as helping
them learn better'in subjects.

Elementary school highly gifted more often describe
humor, Tightness, and'learning through games As
important qualities, for their._ learning settings.

DfferenCes between highly gifted'and above average

211(L2._1 s
,

.
.

Many qualities of teachers', behaviortoward students
are desiredralike by the two, groups....caring and

interest, listening, providing variety of methods
for'learning, allowing for students to work at
different speeds and work with students of like
speeds, and allowing studerits to pursue different
interests within each subject area.

.,

Yet, important differences are found in the purpose S'

of adult (teacher) availability and interest in stu-
dents. The above average students want thorouth
explanations, non-judgmental assistance when having
difficulty, and a teacher taking time to help and
not hurried or impatient in responding. This is in
contrast to the members of the highly gifted group .

who wanted to be left alone until they ask for aid,

\\ then as little as necessary, so they can return to
their solitary or small group learning efforts.

16
10
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2 , B. RESULTS; PEER CONTEKr-

Peer.context'is, a major element in school learning,
and,the student interviews included very clearly

Ati deicribed sets o variations which actually in-
' .fivence their learning exWi.ences.

Highly gifted students at all levels want to
choose,the'peer'context in which they learn,
dnd-the4glso. have definite purposes for the
chdiceathey would make. TWO, aspecti'of peer
context seem,to be impoilant: learning with others
or learring alone, and teaching others, including
tutoring.

Workinmr:learni g alone helps many students to
develop understan 'ng through reading, to improve
personal competence in writing or,in music, and
to,formulac ideat. Sbme students make the choice
fdr learpin alone by subject matter such as
English or thematics, others by activity such
as discuSsio vs. paper work.,

Small clAse or small groupings up ,to ten are
chosen for s aced learning actii -ties such as
projects; or or the teagher to serve as consul-
tant while st dents share their learnings- and
their methols,of finding out via discussion.

Tutoring or t
desirable way
reported.a goo
and it brings
be sought for
students clear
others, or oral

inevidual pre

aching others is cited also as a
to learn. To help someone is
way to understand better oneself,
atisfaction to help another or to
elp. At the same time, several
y state they do not like to help
in certain subject areas. So

erences are:very important among
highly gifted students in this sub- dimension.

"

11



Differences by developmental level
a 4

. ....f.,.

While highly gifted students want the choice of
jndividual and group, settings, tW(elementary,
Students cite subject matterarea as the.basiS for
choice more often than secondary students. _The.
older students, however, more often-mention,the
.pleasure of doing well with peers, 'or of sharing;
ideas together and developing new viewpoints than

.71

do the elementary students. Since the social ,..',..>'

learning experiences are very.important to second-,
,ary school -age students, this difference in'Pur-
,pose served by gtoup settings is not surprising. A-

Differences between highly gifted and above average
groups . ,-

, ..L ... -
.

.

Both group want choice of peer contextwhether
1 to learn'aOne or with small groups. The abOve-
} average gralp cites the purpose of mutual aid, of

getting and giving necessary helpof working to-
.gethet. The highly giftedgroups cite the discgss-
'lolls ich produce different opinions and ways of ,

le ingas the purpose for group work. 1

, tAI
.

12
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RESULTS: INDEPENDENCE: 6DECISION-MAKING

At all grade lelels studied, the highly gifted
. students described in the, interviews their need

or desire fpr some part of their learning tosbe

self-diredted. is is a very fr'equent theme in

the interviews'. For exaTp)e, a typical reaction,
to the question, "How do yOu learn_most enjoyably

and best?"

o

"I'like e kind of class where you are,

put on our oWn.'..;.it is more fun.

don't like to.sit and be bored.",

r

The very strong desireifor'independence is accom:
panied by digussion'Suggestidg .that for many of
these students. the 14ck,of some independence in
learning is painful. .,Closely relatki is the ob-
servation that this need is related to pace and
timing. Some studedts cite the disadvantage in
frequently ,finishing ahead of &,thers and either
being punished by being assigned repetitious work
(which most often highly giftgd students3 do ,not
need), or simply wasting time/doing nothing.

1

, So many ofthe highly gifted students describe

problemsbf this kind in their learning that it
seems important for many. students to design.edu-
cational experiences which program "independence"
into their learning. Also, perhaps a well-balanced
program for the highlS, gifted student needs to
revfew' whether they have the study skills ,

maturity to be self-di rectIng. 'Rather clearly
they desire,'and they have differences in academic
aptitude that sqt4ongly suggest, the need of in-

dependence in their learning program, particularly
for that partof learning related to timed assign-

ments.

12
13
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Learning tn relationv.to independence -- differences
for the tiqhty gifted` and above average

The interviews reVeale'd a considerable difference
betwOn "above. average" and "highly gifted" stu-
dents in relatiOn. to independence in learning a

=the time,dimensliT4. Both,groups made commeqts.
'clarding being;abTe to decide hbw fast to coV4r,.
taterfals, bid the average group more..often wanted
:things to gO,More slowly. The highly gifted al-

-,-',most always wanted to be free to go ahead on their
- own faster, and they fejt slowed down by waiting

for other -Of by having an assignment that waS not,Jd

approprIatd-io the time span given to it.

Another possible difference, although not so clear
cut.,'is that the highly gifted tended to. have more
cerffidence that they could go ahead on their. fwn.
They more frequently described the teacher as the
"consultant" for the use of.their time rather than
the "director." The teacher who can help them4 e

at the time they need help, and then provide them
with anothdr assignment, is of great value to them.
Whereas the patient teacher who carefully takes
the time over 1,4rning carefully is more fre-
quently identified by the a6gye-average students.
Thus, 'although the degree of,maturity was not
viously different for the hi9hTy gifted and above
average student, more highly gifted students seem
confident in going ahead independently in learning
situations, if allowed to do so.

6

Another possible difference in functioning might
be termed "desire fordepth of,pursuit." +lore high-
ly gifted indicated a desire to pursue a subject
area at some length in some detail. This may be
viewed as contradictory to the earlier observations
but actually iis mot. Finishing up the "compul-
sory" or "basic",content does not mean it has to
be superficial. Once a student gets past funda-
mental learning the question of how' to. do more
creative-or self-expressive activities im-
portant. For example, highly gifted students often
gave a description of a lengthy detaile4 type of,

14
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,
project as their "high po4nt of learning for the

school' year.

-Anothei- frequently Mentioned point by the highly
gifted students was related to having to do workbook,
or repetitious exercises. The repeated application -

of a concept' or Skill-with a nambersf identical or
. ,yery similar probleme was boring and'not felt to .be

productive. Although the compaHson group 'often
had similar comments, they were not so frequent nor.

.

so; sharply'worded.
,

A final comment about the research methodology in
this study: the highly gifted were identified ont
the basis of two different individual ,tests which ,

were largely verbal., Because the identification
procedures put so much eophasis upon Verbal apti-''
tude, it is difficult to separate what is really
"different'in their learning stylefrom what is
simply.saWmore dearly or,eloquentlyi Many
of the Omensions of desired independbncd'are
similar -to those found in any discussionkof in-
diyidualized,"learning, but thq,bighly gifted
seem .-tb articulate these need's more clearly and

urgently than others, possibly bec44se they
experierice the pains of lack of individualized
programing more, and possibly because they are
more' articulate in explaining what they would
like ,to have happen to them in academic situations.

itt

Differences by devel9p1 tal level or grade
10.4

Since our study cov rt_third through eleventh .4

grades, it-is interesting to note differenct%
that might be attributed to age and maturity
of learners, or to the differences in the kind

-*of educational programing they were experiencing.
The senior high students less frequently com- 0

- plained of lack of options than did the younger
students. Possibly the senior high"prograMing
does' provide more options, and also, possibly
they,have more frequently' learned to discover,

Ai or create new options for themsel'es. Also,-

the discustion of learning tends to reflect

A
15



.4subject area disciplinary differences more frequent-

ly the higher grottos,.

, Another difference is that,the higher.grade students
are more likely.to have,specifi critical commentary -.

about a teachers style and how he/she might im-
4

,
prove thin the lower grade students. The element
of "act-Nism" with regard to teachers and'eglication
is more evident in the, later years. In fact, it '-

was interesting to note the large number of fi)ghly
gifted who describe giving input that improves the
teacher's performance as an outstanding or a "high
point" educatiOnalexperience for them. -Possibly '=0
'programing that)encodrages more discusion,of the,
educational process itself and how to alter it is
valuable for the older highly gifted student.

One other difference is in relation to grades and
out-of-class activities. The secondary students

;mention grades and evaluation of learning much,
more frequently. -.This is not surprising since the,
elementary students' ave their progress reported
in conferences, - .where s the secondarY students

have their progress re or.ted on written cards. The
highly gifted, more frequently than, the above
average sample, find grades rewarding. An interest-
ing corollary is that at the higher gradelevel

Lthe above average studpnt more frequently than did
the highly gifted mentioned a.social'or.sports'event

'as rewarding. Possibly the students' school "style`

? of life" is influenced much more clearly by methods
of- reporting pupil progress in the secondary school
than in the elementary. Despite-the obvioirs'dif-
ferences,.however, it was possible to mistake"the
comments of. some of the younger highly gifted stu-,
dents with the elder ones. Ways of describing the
impact of school and learning are not so radically
dTfferenbt as to be easily discerned:,

.

Similarities in above average'and highly gifted'

. _

Most of-the above.discussion related to differences.
A nuoper of similarities exist.- One is that much

oV Oat the highly gifted students describp is

16
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differentOonly in sharpneis of expression.

Another silmilarity seemed to exist with regard to

' subject matter. Both grovps tended to want more
structure in science, math and langUage, and
more independence in English and social studies.
This near consensus did not seem to be related
to liking or not liking a subject area, but
related to the subject area.

A

4

h.

.4
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D. RESULTS: VARIE

Variety in learn' experiences is valued by the
highly' gifted th oughout the,study. By definition
variety means4va ious, varied, lack of monotorly.-
The importance of such diversity in school experi-
ences became apparent through.student responses
<to questions No. 1 (What is the most important
thing that hippened in school today?), No. 4
(What was the most excitin§ schbol experience

last(Year2) and No:'-,15 (If you could have any
kind of situation at school that you wanted, what
kind of thing would you ask for?)., (The interest/
value in variety was expressed in-two dimensions:
variety of experience and activities wit in the

A parameters of a subject, e.g. reading, 'nglish,
math, and interest in a variety of in ructional
meth* used by the teacher,.

In comments relating-to variety wi hin a subject,
area, students included interest n "more experi-
ence with'different types of science," "using
real objects in math," "mere selection of books in
theclassgoom," "go in depth in a subject," "learn
What black history had to do with us today, not
100 years ago," "discuss ideas," "computer classes,"

a "language labs" anSI "we d'id research on-..Q111.12a --

all about mythical animals like dragons and lions."
Students also made an appeal for new and different
assignments, e.g.-do an autobiography of their
parents, make a puppet show of their visit to the
zoo.

'Variety in instructional methods included cotaments.
on the value of seminars, plays, making of bulletin
boards, movies on various subjects, independent
study, small..group study, alternatives, to reports

-for displaying knowledge, slides, tapes, plays, dio-
ramas, creative stories, rewriting resource materials,
kids teach *ids, special interest groups. Field
trips were valued and ple9 to: "Let us learn in the

18 2 4
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community. When taking cooking, let us' go to

restaurants and see'how people cook," "Let us'

se `what occupations'are like," trips'to missions,
pl etari6ms, zoos. The use-of resource persons
in the classroom was mentioned particularly by
the older students. 7The most exciting exAerience
for

14

me last week was the law studentiwhocame to
talk about freedom of the press."'

One fifth grader said, "Whaf's exciting to me;is
learning something riew!"

t
Differences between the highly gifted and the
above-average -

. -

,Both' groups identifiedts valuable field trips,
resource persons, multiple media and alternative
assignments. as ways to display learning. The

highly'gifted, however, responded more quickly'
and more relevantly, and were more fluent.intheir
responses. Fufthermore, they seem to carry an
experience to a greater depth or a more complex
level.' For example,

. -

'We heard a tape on China and
Chinese

h

\_about being Chinese -- my life Ati
t.'.

cettainly:be Rdif rent." -
,

4
,

"We visited Sari q.pan Mission. The
priest who took us around was very.

' interesting.",
,

"We made a movie of the Boston IV
Party."

'We did a puppet show

"I.made a scale model of...."

The application of an experience and the per-
ceivqp implicathrs of an experience apObared
to be mote characteris is of the highly gifted
than the Opve aver e.

25 19
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. Differences*by,dewelop1melital age

. ,

end fifth grades,, both highly gifted and-above
The youngest children in the study? thl third,

aVeurage,4had more difficulty-recalling and being
... specific about "excjtingu_school experiences o ,

"how ltey might change things., Their comments'
,were much more'related to a school routine and
teacher and peer reletionshjp than w/ere the older .,

.
ones. The abgve average youn4vones seemed to be
searchio'a for the right answers to tls questions.

'The 41de studekts seemed more ,free in the ex-'
presgion cif hei>a ideas, with the highly gifted

- making frequent reference to the power or effect'
of'the teacher; on the breadth orlimjtatiuns'of ..

i,,,,.
.

learning',eperienees.

kSimilV es'between highly fted responses and
.

,aboVe average.students
...

..4

/ Ct
SiMi4irities between The responses o'f,the highly

'r giftel'stuInts and thosi in thd-comOarison gLoup,
were more a parent in grades threeand five than4

( in 'grades eight and eleven.. Thedeunger students,.,
.9; of both.groups identified multipTV items which

reflected variety4s exciting aAd important: The

- .highly gifted students,, however,,, more

items and'
identified as important and excl

T described than iff.greate tail. 141rieti

'a

-

b3/8th and

llth grade highly gift0 andAbove average stu- L
.A. t

-dents was in most instances related toArades and
personal acilievemextk: These older students also
provided greater details and number .of items in 4.

their responses than did the above-avirage. 0
- 4it._,

fThe'upic.ati ons,of student responses to items t
4' __which rerite to Nviety in lekrning experiences

Seem clear. Exciting atpimpohant experienc
_. for highly gifted students are those which are-

ppen-ended, provide opportunities to use pr
skill& in differ* Colit It's and

ones which,allow for accelerated 44eriences. ! ,

,

0- , .'...

0

.1 e
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,
Addition.ally,, the use of the !community as-an ex-

' tension of the ctassrOom enhanced learning for
all students in the study. -Scheduling undoubted-
ly serves as ari impediment to the field study

' . trip concept in the second school and, there-

- fore, accommodations for this concern of stuients

may be. difficult. The elementary school, however,
should have-no such problem and could take full
advantage of opportunities outside the classroom
-ta enrich students' learning periences.

,
. '

t

4

7

0

.
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SPIN OFF

Ocher. Uses of "Interview Form

Dui:ing the conduct of this study, the tftree in-
vestigators had grown interested in thdkpotential
use of the interview instrument by teachers.
Several teachers who attended discussion sessions
where the interim results were presented also had
inquired about using the interview to gather use-
ful material for their planning.

We reviewed the results of the study for impli-
cations about the usefulness of a workshop for
interested teachers.

The interview itself, taking 20-30 minutes,. mi,ght-
be very useful as a tool, to teachers for individ4-
alining instruction for any student. Most
characteristics of good learning settings,rof
helpful teacher behavior and peer: context were
similar for the highly gifted and the average stu-
den s. All interviews had included'students'
de criptions of actual "good" experiences (which
are possible to replicate) and "disappointing"
experienceS (which could be avoided).

4

So, a teacher of highly gifted students could use
the same kind of information about instructional

settings in in,dividualizing for other students as
Kell.

Teachers Learn Interview Procedure

A"two-hour training workshop was included'tn a
regular school district autumn conference. 'It
was designed and led by one investigator and a
psychologist colleague and in;luded experience in
being interviewed as well as interviewing, and
ways to.use the rdsults with highly gifted students

28
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and those with more typical aptitude. t

Pre- test /Post -tes.t Measure for InZividualizing
, -

Instruction'

A future use of the interview would be to examine
some results of student-teacher planning through

7l nterviews after the learning settings preferred
by'the student had been provided. For example,

would some students prefer different features in
their prbgrams after a period of 4, 6, 10 weeks?
,Would students request more specifically as,they
learned more &boa their learning under their
preferred conditions? Many questions could be
investigated, using a student interview method,
as to effects of individualizing programs and
upon teacher planning.

.

Since highly gifted studepts do articulate so
clearly the experiences and preferencei of most
students, they are a marvelous resource to
teachers in,leacning about what is currently
important for individualizing group learning

settings. The pleasure which the highly
`gifted students describe from informal dis-
cussion about areas of common interest with
their teachers alsb underscores'the ready regard
they have for teachers wha work with them.

44P
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SUMMARY AND S6ME POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS

The implications described in this summary are
offered in the spirit of sharing hunches and'
insights gained from listening to, reading trans-
cripts and talking About what these students
seemed to be'saying.to us with some consistency.'

'1. Providing frequent opportunities to learn,
.through discovery is important to many_
pf the highly gifted. ,

2. Highly gifted students comprehend basic
concepts quite quickly. Their discovery
learning experiences may be - combined With

either depth or Breadth of pursuit, as they
choose.. Thus, for example, a earning
center, or a looeleaf notebook or cardfile
of *activities and applications elaborating

or .using basic concepts, could be an ap-
proach to gik;ing independent choice and
discovery learning oppotunities.

3. The matter of pacinganits of learning de-
Serves attention byithe teachers of highly
gifted. 'Highly gifted students report
finishing concepts and units more rapidly
than others. Sice they often're0bYt also
the desire for greater depth,,,it may be
possible to arrange -For further pursuit
fopowing completion of the basics. .

4. The frequent high vdYe placed on)indepen-
dence of pursuit suggests still &bother
strategy. ffthe'tedcher, early in the
school year, can get some feeling for how

confident the, student ti s in his/her,ability
to proceed independently, the teather can
provide more effive_assistance in "in-
dependent" work or make an early start In

using the ability already developed. Once
established. Phis makes it possible without
a'great deal of extra teacher time to pro-

vide the greater depth or breadth the student
wants'.

24
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5., The highly gifted,students often provide
insight& not only into their own learning
but that of others as well. Many of these

. students spoke very highly (especially in
the upper grades)'of an opportunity given
by some teacher.for them to contribute to
the design.o improvement of a learning
environment. This has the additional
.valiie of preventing an overemphasis upon
indOendence at the expense of being a
part, of the larger group in a meaningful
,way.

6. The expressed needs for variety by these
students often seem well served by open-
ended assignments, the opportunity to use
previously learned concepts or skills in
different contexts and allowing- for ac-
celerated experiences.

7. *Broadening the,condept of school so as to
include the community resources,and
specialists will provide the challenge,
stimulation and depth of exploration cited
by highly sifted of 0 great value to
learning..

8. Vary the manner in which instruction
.occurs. A written report isonly one
way to display or share information.
Other Ways could include debates, slides,
seminars... To apply knoWledge to a
creative form of communication has the
additional benefit to Students of re-
.quiring the use of high'cognitive skills.

9. A number of the highly gifted spoke
quite negatively about.workbook,or re-

' petitious exercises. The repeated appli-.
cation of .a concept or skill with a number
of identical or very similar problems
was often views as unpleasant.

,There area number of questions related to our'
origigal problem that we were not able to deal
with verylwell. The question Zitwhether the

4 31
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highly gifted are being served as well as possible
is not answered by the data; it is clear that the
students in the study identified as gifte

did not appear tote an unhappy or?disconten
group. As pointed out above, however, there did
seem to be evidence that in some cases there are
strategies that might assist in building better
individual programs for some of these students.'
Finally, as discussed in the section on "spin off,"
much of what was learned simply related to having
theitime to talk io students about what they-were
expdriending and learning and what they would like
more or.Aess of,as they progress. .Where time is
taken'for this, it appears to benefit students
of all ranges f aptitude and gives the academically
highly-gifted a chance to provide insights that
are often, unique and valuable to others as well at
themselves.

.32.
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ALTO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT.
ADVANCED PROGRAMS DEPARTMENT -"

INTERVIEW DATA SHEET

Write in.siamary of students comments.
-

si. WHAT. IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING THAT
HAPPENED IN SCHOOL TODAY? (alone or wit
others? how di(Tit come about? momentar
or prolonged?)

2. WHAT WAS THE MOST BORING THING FOR YOU'

TODAY?' (alone or with others? how did i
come about? momentary'or prolonged?)

3. WHAT DID YOU THINK -ABOUT OR IMAGINE TOD Y
THAT SEEMS WORTH REMEMBERINb? -T

6
4. THINKING BACK,' WHAT WAS THE MOST EXCITI G,

MOVING, UPLIFTING OR "PEAK" SCHOOL EX- (.'

PERIENCE'OF THIS LAST SCHOOL YEAR.?

5. THINKING BACK, WHAT WAS THE MOST DIFFIguLT,
UNHAPPY, DISAPPOINTING, SAD OR "VALLEY.' 4° ,

SCHOOL EXPERIENCE THIS LAST SCHOOL YEAR?

6. COMPARING WHAT'HAPPENS IN SCHOOL AND OUT OF
vir

SCHOOL, WHAT IS DIFFERENT ABOUT*THE IMPORTANT
THINGS IN SCHOOL AND OUT OF SCHOOL TO YOU?

7. ARE THERE THINGS YOU ARE VERY INTERESTED IN
THAT YOU DON'T DISCUSS IN SCHOOL? WHY? WHAT

rIONIGHTMAKE THIS DIFFERENT IF SCHOOL COULD BE
41,11CHANGED?

8. WHAT PART DOES IMAGINATION PLAY IN YOUR LIFE? .

WHAT DO YOU USE IT FOR? HOW DOES XT HELP
(OR DOES Le) ?

4.
IN WHAT KIND OF CLASS SETTING OR WITH WHAT KIND
OF TEACHER DO YOU LEARN IlgsT (MOST ENJOYABLE AND
IN DEPTH)?

30.. 35,
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f ,

10. HOW WOULD YOU'ORGANIZE SCHOOL OR

ARRANQED SO THAT YOU OR OTHERS LIKE YOU COULD

LEARN BEST? (self-study, small groups. of

.other students ou oould'teach'as well as

be taught?Y
,

--s

11. WHEN DO YOU LIKE TO LEARN ALONE? WHEN DO,

' YOU LIKE TO LEARN WITH OTHERS?
4

12, DO YOU HAVE.SOME ikACHEAS YOU LIKE TO TALK

TO ABOUT THIgGS IMPORTANT TO YOU? WHAT ABOUT.

THEM MAKES YOU FEEL YOU CAN TALK TO THEM? '

13. WHAT KIND, OF SCHOOL WORK DO YOU LIKE BEST?

WHY? HOW MUCH OF THE SCHOOL DAY GOES INTO \-

THIS KIND OF WORK?

14. WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL WORK DO YOU LIKE LEAST? '4'

WHY? HOW MUCH ,OF THE' SCHOOL DAY GOES .INTO

THIS?.
\,

15. FINALLY, IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY KIND 'OF SITUATION

AT SCHOOL THA YOeWANTED AND STILL GET CREDfT,

ETC,, WHAT K D OF THING WOULD YOU ASK FOR?

January 1970
AP ay ,

tow
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PALO ALTO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,- Highly Gifted Project

1. WHAT IS THE1416T IMPORT* THING THAT HAPPENED IN SCHOOL TODAY?

Gifted (Gr. 3)

Saw a movie

The subs

Sang
it w

Wdrki

insects

elpedls in art.

tual songs because
ltural day.

on looms.

Mostly mathond reading. ,

£t and stitchery.

Playing games - part of reciting is

fun,

Running off the math sheets on the

ditto machine.

Going to the library. bid a
worksheet on putting books in

alphabetical order.

Learn how to read Braille writing.

`Playing a card game in math.

A movie with no end - we had to

makethe end.

We got to finish any unfinished

work.

The math lab questions are fun.

Reading.'

Doing 5th grade math work.

Student council.

A play,about George Washington and

I was in it.

A fire drill - we had a real fire!

Comparison Group
Nk

Topic book - like horses.

I like reading.

Math contracts

Movie on Mexico

Halloween party

Got to write about my favorite subject

dogs.

The Team (P.E. art, music, etc.)

Tumbling

Art - putting cellophane into windows
to make them look pretty,

Made spice balls.
4?

Surprise party for child who is Teaving.

Movie bout Japan

Map and pictures about Father Serra -
was more fun than just talking about it.

Had a "press conference."

/

ti
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Question 3 (con't)r

Highly (Gr. 3) , Comparison Croup

I imagined what was haepening in a
story 4 was reading.

Usually it has to do with what I'm
reading.

rlike to think about football.

I like to think about skiing.

'A movie I saw on TV where birds
attacked peon..'

My piano lessons - learned four new
songs.,

My first play - I felt butterflies
in my stomach.

We had tg.do a report abut dinosaurs
and I thought-about what they were.

Tomorrow is my birthday and I keep
thinking about a science book l,want,

One boyln our CTs went in Cupertino
and I like to imagine what he's doing

4 in his new school.

I like to day dream about horses..

4. WriAT WAS Tif MOST EXCITING

I was excited about in whose class
I would be

Game called four-man prison ball.

Mexican style Xmas party. Pinata!

Elketion. for lass president.'

My reading 4O&Cher is reading us
"Helen Keller" and its exciting.

Fractions.

Learning multiplication tables.

Prep Team - doing experiments.''-

Nothing in school but during vacation
we went in a trailer all over, -

Field trip to the airport.

Math fiel4 trip to the-Vue5market.

Moving-our desks around.

Having my regular teacher get back.43
after she was out sipk !long time.

Writing-to ilefipals in Alaska.

Studying Indians. Information movies.

Went to 4th grade class for math.

Learning how to.make m/ stories shorter.

Science A Art Fair. Tie-dying and
water colors and clay masks. .

I brought my rabbit to school to share.
king picked forstudebt council.

S.

Studying about ,Indians.

WorkingMith dry cefls.

-*Guessing hoy many seeds in hpumdkin.

Learned to write lon Thaod:

Learned aboutmusic.

Saw."Black Ballet", it was

Teacher played the guitar.

Free activity Lime.

Field trips - Co :ate 'pint.

College kids came and did a play.

Had a festival of Mexico.

Oral, reports.

important.

4 G

4.

.>
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5. WHAT WAS THE MOST DIFFICULT, UNHAPPY, DISAPPOINTING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE LAST WOOL YEAR?

'Highly Gifted (6r. 3)

One day I didn't finish my math and had
to miss some recess.

. A game in 0.E. was too hatd.

When I finished the 1rd grade material
I thought I could go on to the 4th
but my teacher wouldn't let me.'

Our.teacher got parried and Went away.

I like to do tough things.

Multiplication.

Our school will be closed next year.

Writing a lon.gAgport.

Topsy-turvy day Op Friday - I missed
it when I was sick.

Changing classes on Mbndays.

,To study a. thing that I already know,

like in science - living and non-
liiing things. ,

Roberts English is terrible.

Not having anything to do - its
boring.

My teacher-went away - both our teachers
had babies. I would like to have a
man teacher like my brother.

Rather be in the play than sit, and
listen to It.

When the, teacher tells me to get back
to work whertl'm Stist sitting and
thinking aboithe math problems.

Reading contracts were hard air first
but now I guess I like them.

-

Comparison Group_

liat.h was difficult and disappointing.

Didn't like our field trip el the library.

Had to make a diary - if you didn't
write in it, you were bad. Sometimes I
didn't have anything to say.

Reading is difficult.

English was bat!

Sometimes math was,hard, sometimes read-
ing was hard. ,

Geography papers are hard to do.



6. COMPARING WHAT HAPPENS IN SCHOOL. AND OUT OF SCHOOL, WHAT IS DIFFERENT AB= THE

IMPORTANT THINGS IFISCHOOL AND OUT TO YOU?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 3)
Comparison Group,

Out of school is Sometimes boring.

Out of school I go bike riding,. play

gales and cards. I have more time

to-play. .

Out of school is fun
the important things

things and in school
are serious things.

I learn outside too; we sometimes go on

a nature walk.

Playing cards with Ay mother.

la school they plan for you; outside you

71.....p4an yourself.

I like conversations with my teacher;
outside sometianijds get too noisy.

Having to skip a grade is better th-an

finding a pond with tadpoles. Frogs

can die, but you can stay in the 4th

grade!

No difference.

There's no bell to ring at home.

Math, sOillingind reading. I was put in

the high group and this is important. I

juppppytttt read a book at home, at school, we

d cuss it.

work at school and play at home.

If you didn't go to scbool, you couldn't

write or speak. Out of school I can

build forts and get into fights.

At home my granolaa teaches me about

cooking and knitting. At ,school we

just do math and reading. At home

things are fun. ,

At home you don't learn out of a book.'

Rules at school but notthe same at home.

I work harder at school - at home I can

collect stamps.

At school you have to finish something
.even if you don't want to; out of school

you finish because-you like winning.

More exciting things happen out of school.

7. ARE 11-ERE THINGS YOU ARE VERY INTERESTED IN THAT YOU DON'T DISCUSS IN SCHOOL,,,?}

I like to knit and the teacher said

'we may.

Like to talk about math in school.
We talk about it even at recess.

Sometimes its about what I'm reading,
but like the one I'm reading now, I

don't hink anyone else would, be .

Interested in.

Ni+ to blow glasg and make tiles.

Diltuss sports.

Piano pieces - I like to discuss that

with my teacher. My mother can It

memorize lots of them.

What I plan to be when I grow up.
I'm interested in how to keep the

world good and clean.

-r

I'm very interested in reading.

Discussing animals. gs

I like science but we don't discuss

it much.

Changing rooms so you could learn in

a different place.

Interested in space and we don't talk

about it.

Gardening.

Sports.

We discuss things like path and read-

-, mg and English but we don't diopuss
stuff like animals and wild animals.

42
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Question 7 (can't)

Highly Glfted (Gr. 3)

Chemistry and science. I know all
the stuff in the books we have.
WOuld like electronics.

I'd like to use an experiment kit.

We get plenty of time to discuss
things. I would like to make a
cardboard modelof the new school.
my teacher would help because she's
good in art. -

Tennis - haVe everybody bring racquets.

We haven't discussed trees - we do
discuss plants sometimes in 'science.

Comparison Group

Collecting stamps and coins. But I
guess not everyone would be interested.

EL hVOTPARTroEs IMAGINATION PLAY IN.YOLR LIFE? HOViDO YOU USE IT? PRAT to YOU USE II FOR?

Helps me draw a design. -

I imagine pictures while reading a
book.

In Social Studies, I imagine the Indians.

Rake up stories to make people laugh.

Creative writing.

Inventing'things in the lab.

It doesn't help me when I start to
daydream in the middle of math.
ldo this when.IOt bored.

I make up stories when I have extra
time.

I imagine when I read.

When I match movies.

43
40

Imagination helps with writing'a story.

I like to imagine when I read - like
now I'm reading "Lord of Flies."

Imagination helps in plays when you
have drama - gives you a feeling for
what you want to do and be.

Writing stories.

Thinking about the future - say 15
years from now.

a



9. IN WHAT-KItEi OF CLASS SETTING OR WITH WHAT KIND OF TEACHER CO YOU LEARN BEST?

J Highly Gifted.(Gr, 3) Comparison Group

We get to do fun things after our work
is done. My teacher explains things
until we really understand them.

.Chairs in rows instead of a circle,

.1 learned from my brother before I
got to first grade so I'm ahead a
little.

TeaChers that don't yell.

Recreation and art teachers.,

Play games to learn things.

Doing what you want to do when,you
want to you still learn the same
things but you make your own
decisions.

&teacher-that gives good Sssignments.

Demonstrations by the teacher:

My teacher is strict aid yells a
little and so I try harder and I
learn more.

I like when everything is organized
and you know what is happening next.

Crossword zzles in1math and a

scientif ex riment kit.

Making puppets for the stortes,we
read.

I would like to try learning on a

computer.

Independent work.

4e

My teacher explains things and talks
to you.

A teachec!that lets you A4 science for

- --\\
Tables and chairs all around the
teacher who talks with you.

I like reading ang. learn best from

this.

free time.

I Me the teacher who teaches us fun
things.

A nice teacher who doesn't yell.

A teacher who puts the times tables
on the board and work in, groups.

Working in little groups.

Extra stations'in the room where 2 or
3 can work together.

Different people from different classes
get together for reading..

I like a teacher who kee)1 it quiet).

Lots of free time to do anything we

want.
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ID. HON WOULD YOU ORGANIZE SCHOOL OR HAVE IT ARRANGED SO THAT YOU OR OTHERS LIKE YOU

COULD LEARN BEST?

Highly Gifted (Gre 3) Comparison Group

Uppqr grades and lower grades should get
out,at the same time. He should be
able to work alone.

School is not for pia, only to learn.
I like to learn alone but I like tó help
others when they can't get it the first
time.

Independent work.

Small groups with more teachers to help
the groups.

Help the students in math that need it.
Using the computer is interesting.

Voting on whether we should do somgthing
like spelling.

Small groups where we make up our own
work sheets.

Start school later - move desks around
often - shorten math so I don't have-
to wait for the slow nei.

Go into the next spe er when'you're
ready. I should go nto the 4th
speller because the rd is too easy.

More recess and more sports.

Different groups for different kids
at different speeds.

Learn by playing games.

Change rooms for different subjects.

Have high school students and college
students teach us because they know
more new stuff. ti

Have kids help one another in groups.

2Lots of math.

Small groups_working on different
' things.

Just the way it is now.

Groups of 4.

Have the boys in one half and the
girls in the other half of the room.

tem -_more free time to do
what you want ratheY than be forced
to do things - that is when you have
finished your assignments.

'
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111 ;43 you LEARN ALONE AND WHEN co YOU LIKE TO LEARN WITH OTHERS?

. Highly Gifted (Gr. 3)U Comparisori Group

11;

Reading 'alone..listening to records alone

but math with one other person.

When we doplays I 141F others.

. Study alone except for math.

Others all the ti!le.

Spelling alone but math with others.

I can figure out my math better at
home alone.'

Learn in small groups.

When they',re new things I like to do°
them over and over by myself.

When the teacher bugs me I like to
be left alone - when I'm in a good
mood/ like to work with-others.

'Reading alone - math with someone.

We learn better from small groups.

I do na4iike to learn alone.

I like tp learn alone to finish my
assignment.

I like reading alone, but sometimes
we help each other in groups.

I like to learn math:alone. Math
is my best subject and if I work with
someone then they start to goof around
and we Won't do it.

Learn alope,play with others. ° 41

12. DO YOU HAVE SOME TEACI.ENS YOU LIKE TO TALK TO ABOUT IMPORTANT THINGS?

Science experiments.
ff

Mrs. L. She listens to anytH(ng you s

Talk about music things.

I like Mr. P. Once when I brought,my
electrical things in, he helped me
and then:we bought a kit and a group
learned about it.

I like to talk to Mr. H., the custodian.

I like my math teacher - he's a Man and
young and he doesn't get mad if you for."
get something.

I like to talk about my spoon collection
and Mrs. T. will listen - she's nice and
easy.

I jike to talk to my mother and father

best.

fl
1

My teacher is gentle.

I discuss things better with my friends.

When I don't understand math and
spelling they talk to me and help.

My teacher is nice. Its kinda hard
for me-to go up to the teacher and
when math is hard she knows and talks
to me.

My teacher says I can do work on MY '

own or just work with her sometimes and
I like that - I like it when they treat

you individually.
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likk KIND OF SCHOOL 143R1( D3 YOU LIKE BEST? WHY?

Math. I like to multiply and-divide.
I like contracts.

Apt.' My imagination helps me draw.

Math is fun!

Reading for half an hour a day.

Spelling because I'm good at it.

Doing experiments and art.

I like spelling dictation but not
spelling workbooks.

I like everything in hool.

I like crossword puzzl

Math because its easy.

Art and reading.

,Science because.' like to work with
chemicals.

Math because you need to learn the
time's tables in order to get a job
later in life.

Handwriting, Spanish and matt/

Music and Art.

Recreation reading.

Math

Social studies because you leatn
about explorers, kings and queens.

Reading, but not in l'workbook.

Discussinegroupsi

lh. hHAT KIND OF SCHOOL WORK YOU LIKE LEAST? WHY? '

Reading the least - I don't know th4.
assignments.

Math because it's hard.

Penmanship - over and over and over again.

The spelling book is confusing.

Mati.
.

Reading out loud mostly. It slows
you down.

SRA lab work.
Alt

Spelling quizzes.

Viate writing - it makes me nervous
grumbly. I talk better.

Social studies because its boring. ,

The reader we have is hard because of
the questions in the back.

44

Spelling because of the rules.

Math When you just copy if off the
bohrd.

Doing maps in social studies.

Reading because its hard for me.

Literature and all the papers you
have to do. They're hard with '

goofy questions...,

Math was my fivorite but this year
its boring.

Spanish - I don't understand wi)at they

are saying most of the time.

Handwriting exercises.

. Writing answers to the reading book
questions.

Math.

47- .
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'Question 14 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr: 3)

Science - its complicated with long
words that I ffeyer heard before.

Robert's English! ,

Comparison,Group

Timed tests - I have-to sweat it out!

I like poems but other English I don't '

understand.

24 IF YOU LOUD HAW ANY KIND OF SITUATICU AT SCHOOL. THAT YOU WANTED, WHAT KIND OF

'STHINSICULD YOU ASK FORY_

Do sere clays with the class. More

field trips.

Longer recess.

More free play.

Choose the teachers I want.

I like it the way-it is now.

Skip grades if you wanted to, like
when you are really good in math or

Different teachers for different
subjects and carpeting on the floor.

; Work on old cars.

More sports.

jiath with real objects. Tror films.
'" Telephones for everyone to connect

with places to get ahswers.

Study about wars end different people.

New equipment and materials all the time.

. More interesting science things.

.Not write down things so much - just
,tore talking with teachers and small

groups of kids.

Instead of P.E. organize your own games
and play with kids you want to. Develop

fun ways UR:learn things.

Lots of independent reading. :

Get better math books.

More time in the library.

,

No more split groups - like ,34, 4th

and 5th together. feacher never gets

time for you if there are split classers.

Have a choice about what you do., -

'.1 would like to try a separate school
for boys apd one for girls.

More sport equipment. More,sports.

Do the things that will be'important
when you grow up like knitting and
cooking.. Boys could learn sports and
other things they will need.

Have "steps" in math so you could go
as fast as you wanted.

I think it should be the way it is now.

Two yards for playgrounds - one for the
rough games and one for more free stuff
(like for the girls).

1 don't like to work on ditto work

sheeti. I would like 0.teacher to

help4you more..

Time. for working all alone.

.Horseback riding for h how'.

Longer recess and maybe a zoo whso
the children take care of the anffials.

You could learn aboyt living things

that way, too.

Big field trips - Tike Hawaii.' Do
big reports.

'0
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PALO ALTO UNItIED SCH6ODISTRICT - Highly Gifted Project

--1, *HAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING THAT HAPPENED' IN SCHOOL. TODAY?

.

Special sort of math assignment. Mr. L, Yead us a chapter - we had

I,questions to answer.
A

Research on China - I'm studying
mythical aniMals like dragons and Doing maps in social studies.
lions. ,

i Math - we leprned new things.
Saw a.pmvie on Hawaii and read books
on Hawaii, too.

.._
Learned about fractions.

Reviewing fractions, multiplying ? Writing a report about Luxemborg.
fractions.- 1

P.E. - playing with others.
-_,,,: I received a book as a prize for a

contest on writing titles for Learning division.
- books.

Saw a movie on.slaves.
''Our teacher talked to us (only girlst_,
about things we needed to know - Free time.
the boys were in a separateroom.,

Working on topic book - cars.
Helping a second grader learn to

- read and do math better. Reciting polms.

We -learned about the American Revolu- Reading
tion. Made a bulletin board about it.

. Writing a report on Mexico.
I like to sing - we have a group that
meets Tuesday mornings beforerschool. Saw a movie.

We played a game in social studies Math - percentages - all kinds of stuff.
to test how students could answer

, questions. Pliying tic-tac-toe.
"`'

Learned hoe to run - don't fall I got a papir right the secondtime.
Aver any more,

Geography - Southeast Asia.
One-minute speeches in-English.
'I talked about my hamtter. Got a good grade on math test.

Taking up new subject in social
studies.

Spelling tests.

Writing biographies on our parents.

Learned about physics today.

I changed reading groups - the other
one was too easy.'

Interest groups - drama.,
Movies in social studies 5 tapes of
&man from China.

46

6Got perfect oq a test.

Playing chess every Friday.

Wrote about our rooms at home and
what they looked like.

Solar System report.

Helped the first graderss

Having reports to do.
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10 WHAT WAS THE MOST BORING THING FOR YOUR TODAY?
t

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) ,Comparison Group

Writing a script about the revolution.
I don't like writing.

Nothing, really.
*

Reading Robert's English book and
saybe the Mifflin Math book.

Spelling is the most boring thing.

Spelling books where you fill the blanks

Parts of speech and noun phrases and
stuff like that.

Reading.

The teacher went into detail and told
it,over dlit over again.

Math because it's easy to figure out.
They should make it-more challenging.

The metric system - 20 minutes of it!

Long speeches and long concerts.
The ones that take an hour.

Listening to-the teacher explain
something to the slow students.
Iknow that makes me sound like a
big shot," but it is awfully boring.

Slow movie about Indians.

Studying about English colonies - it
went on and on.

Social studies outlines.

O

. :

/

Science - I ,donit understand it.

Painting

Things that are hard I don't like.

Math

Reading and spelling.

Teacher tilicing a lot.

Writing a gtory.

Music - sfnging with others for
half an hour.

A movie we saw the day before.

P.E. I just don't like it.

Wr iting projects. -

Social studies - I finished my
.report and now I have nothing new
to do.

141ttcussion on our readinrassignment:,

English - I don't always understand
what we're doing and have to ask the
teacher.

Spelling - the workbook.

The book reports everyone does out
loud in class.

Math. Multiplication. Ir nave to
use my fingers and it slows me down.

Reading because there's not much to
choose from in the class and you
can't always.go down to the libr ary.
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3, WHAT DID YOU THINK Warr OR IMAGINE TODAY THAT SEEMS WORTH1DEMERING?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

- A book on puzzles I got from TAB order
forms.

my secret club - I can't tell you
about it.

My report card.

I'm reading Five Children and It
and Ikeep imagining how "it"
looks. I think it's like a
monkey with rat-like hands.

A bulletin board.

'I only use my imagination in games.

I stopped to imagine about the story
-we're reading..

During P.E. I imagine I'm the best

Bk1y in the game.

I was thinking about chorus practice.

About a poem I'm writing - you
a picture and then write a poem
about it.

I keep remembering thb trip to New
York we took.

Math - integers - I'm sure it is
something I will use a lot later.

Answers to a crossword puzzle.

Inventing things in my mind.

lit imagined those 10C monsters you

get at the domestore came alive.

Today, I'm thinking about your
,,questions.

Puppet show op the Boston Tea Party.

I don't really imagine things but
when things get boring during
reading out loud I just go ahead
instead of listening. I'm a

good reader!

48

my spelling book. I'm a little behind.

A puppet show about the book we're
reading.

A poem about a watermel picker.

About the Hallowe'en Party.

A Greek play.. I'm writing it.

The report I have to give.

Something I have to recite. fget
so nervous.

Old English lettering in art.

The isolated trifle we found. We
pretended we fo d them and what
they were like and how they lived.

It's a hot day and during math I
imagined I could jump into a pool.
I love. to swim!

Travelling around the world, maybe
France.

Nothing,- really. We just had an
election.

$



question 3 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

Murals that the 6th graders did.

I saw a'Word differently. I thought

it meant something else. .

Designing car's.

The tape on China we heard. I

thought'about being Chinese. .My
life would certainly be different.

4. Y& AT THE MOST DFITING SCHOOL EXPERIENBE LAST SCHOOL. YEAR?

A trip to China town and the Foothill-
Planetarium.

Getting my spell1ng done in class.

When you get your papers back and
you get a good grade.

Reading, because I'm good at it.

Getting the same teacher as last'
year. She taught 4th last year

but 5th this.

The orchestra - I play cello.

The'physics Discovery Group.

Thk.-teacper letting us do things

on our own.

Field trips.

Field trip to Crystal Springs

Math is always exciting.

Winning a prize in the See's
Candy,Contest and also in a
math contest. Also, I got an

A+ in social studies.

A report I did on Inca. It was

30 pages long and it took me two
months to do.

Student Council.

History projects.

Field trip to San Juan Bautista.

Chinatown trip. Lunch there and
visiting the museum.

A music group we formed.

Learning multiplying and division
of fractions.

A trip to an organic garden..

The whole class went to Yosemite.

A trip to Chinatown.

When our teacher taught us "her
own brand" of math. We learned a

lot.

We made radios that didn't need

batteries.

Reading because I liked that a 144.

My report on Daniel Boone.

A field trip to Hawaii.

Getting into the first reading group
and being elected president of stu-

dent council.

Playing the piano in a concert.

Teletype computer matt
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Questionlk4 ( con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

The Black Ballet in November and the
quartet that came to play for us.

San Juan Bautista trip. The pries
.took us around. He was interesting.

field'trip to San Francisco and
Chinatown. We had lufich at a
real good restaurant.

Art projects.

Iht,
Geng to do 6th grade math.

Sports.

A camping trip with the whole
class. We were gone 3 days.

'The Van Gogh exhibit.

StudyingtheCalifornia Gold Rush.

4

The. special P.E. peop that come.

Our school musicale - it was hard
work but fun.

Moved into a higher math group
and I could keep up all right.

MAT WAS THE MOST DIFFICULT, DISAPPOINTING...SCHOOL EXPERIENCE?

I couldn't do the Some Block Puzzles.

Everything was pretty good.

The time I tried to explain about
erosion to the class.

Having a substitute.

Math - we didn't do enough.

Reading.

Math - having to do one paper
a day/.

My reading contract.

Group reports on,every continent.

Times tables test,- too easy!

The reading books were boring and
easy.

Writing projects- I'm not good at
it.

4011
Making reports.

50;

5

Science - jest can't understand it.

All the rules you hale to follow in
school. ;

Division and 'multiplication in math.

Writing stories and stufflikA that.

Social studiesxeports-- I didn't
do well.

We had to do a report in science and
I wasn't too interested in it.

Reading - nobody likes those books.SA

History- is very boring.

Computer card tests - filling in the
squares.

Square dancing in P.E.

Geography assignment - 20 questions.

0

4
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Question t (con't)

Highly Gifted (gr. 5) Comparison Grodp

I was moved into a reading group I
hat4Xng in.

Music the teacher usually picks
out a song she likes.

Social studies assignments.

Picking out no9tns and verbs.

Finding a friend of mine had
cheated on a spelling test.

Havinaha 30-page assignment in
math.

Rainy des when you have to stay
inside.

Language tests.

Art and maybe math.

Handwriting and reading and I, guess
myspelling is sort of disappointing,

-

6. COMPARING WHAT HAPPENS IN SCHOOL AND OWN HAT IS DIFFER:III-ABOUT THEM?

I cen build things aChgne from the
things I read about.at.Tchool;'

Learning new things at school.").

Things are more interesting at
school.

Learning about churches and going
to them out of school.

I play out of school and h
think- in school.,

Re things youLdo out of sch
you already know how to do, but
in school you learn things all
the time.

Out of school I have art classes
I like.

At home I can play or read but
in school you have to work.on
assignments.

I take Chinese out of school but
I don't know what it is all about.
In school they teach you vowels
and words you can understand.

You have to,matlk/ in school and
you don't have to outside if you
don't want to. 4:(

#

6

I learn about reading and math and
science intschool but stuff like
animals and camping out of school.

School /is a.place to learn and dis:
cover'things.--

Yip can do what you like out of

The math I learn in schgpl I use out
of school.

I take piano lessons out of school.

I go to Hebrew school out of regular
school.

I learn a lot more at schoOl.

You have to do research and hard work
in school and out of school you can
have fun.

Mom says school is more important, like
math and reading, but I still like the
-fun things out of school,.

In school you get grades and opt of
*school you get Allowance. 4

Nothing'really happens in school but
outside I can play tennis and music
and ieto ceramics class. -
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,Question 6 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gf. 5). Comparison Group

I like tcido math and reading both
-in and out of school.

aL

Social Studies in school and
recreation out of school.

Out of school I learn' from books

and in school I leara from what
the teacher says.

There'are deadlines for projects
in school.

I listen to people talk and build
my vocabulary.

f

Home activities are more fun.
am

In school you have to learn and at home
you don't have to do things unless your
Mom makes you do it.

Athletics in school is a big thing but
out of school you play differently.

7, APEIHERE THINGS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THAT YOU DON'T DISCVSS IN SCHOOL? hHY?

Puzzles, codes, cyphers, math*
for fun.

Talk about hobbies like fish..

Coins'and-fish.

Literature classes so you could
write more poems and stories.

# Stud?'about the history of art.

Sports

Some things Iren't.appropriate
to discuss in school.

Time to talk more about other
countries that people might
have visited. °

Chemistry 7 lett like in high
school. "t:

Zoology '

Spanish - we had it
not this.

Outside sports.

last year but
.

-

Fossils - haVe a special time to
..1aik about things you do at home. .

Algebra'and calculus. I would like
to be able to discuss these things.
when I'm ready.

n

More historical things.

Free time for football discussions.

Science stuff.

Talk.bore about peoplC, what they
are like.

Personal things - but we don't get
p to do that.

I don't discuss things I like because
I don't want them to think,I'm a
show off.

Animals

Airplanes

Sharing'you vacations with others. '

4 More gymnasti& and tumbling.

--Ave a board of students work with
the teachers to discuss what should
be done.
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8. MAT PART DOES IMAGINATION PLAY IN YOUR LIFE? IstiAT DO YOU USE IT FOR?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

I just think about it but do not
Itwrite anything down,

I have a drawing board at home and
I draw al] my "wild ideas." '

I make up stories, using my

imagination.

Imagination gives me confidence.

For art and design.

don't do much daydreaming.

For my puppet plays.

I invent mathematical formulas.\

I write WileMs - never stories,

only poems.

I thing' the happy things that happened

in.the past.

When you're lonely you can pretend
you're a different pers6n.

In sports I imagine I'm a stank

Imagination does not ten at
(ChM, only for play.

Helps with clay - if you don't

hive an imagination, you

make anything.

I use it only for free time.
For.sports - I pretend I'm on the team.

I pretend I'm a veterinarian.

For making up plays.

I use ft when writing stories. Ites
a big help.

For.painting.:

I imagine what will be in the future.

' It helps in all sorts of school

projects.

Creative writing projects.

An airplane flyer - I always think
about that when I'm reading-a book
about planes.

1
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9, IN WHAT KIND OF SETTING OR WIlli isHAT KIND OF TEACHER DO YOU LEARN BEST?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5)

More freedom like in. nursey school.

When everybody is studying the same
thing.

Learhing to read in groups.

A class -when you are put'ini your
own,

Thd teacher who gets the job done
so I can get school over with.

I cannot learn from h teacher who
is 'mean.

A variety of things to do each day.

Groups of kids that goat the same
speed I do.

When a teacher tells you the easy
and fun way to do math.

A man teacher - one wturlikes
science; too.

When a teacher adds things so you
want to do more.

A teacher who remembers what it
was like to be a child.

Lots of discussions.

A democratic classroom where the
kids cah vote on how to do projects.

Small classes with lots of smart
kids. $

A teacher who keeps the rest of
the kids under control - no yelling
and stuff.

Working at your own speed.

Combination grades.

V

4 td 4

ry
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Comparison Group

A strict teacher who pushes me to
finish the work. '

One who doesn't let you get boxed.

One that makes things interesting
like drawing things abbut science.

Doing things instead of reading out
=of a,book.

4

Dividing the class into higher and
lower groups but having the teacher
pay attention to all the groups,

Being put into the right group -
it makes you feel, better if you are
in the right place.

. 4



III HOW MOULD YOUNNIZE SOW- OR HAVE IT ARRANGED SO YOU AND OTHERS LIKE YOU
COULD LEARN

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5)

Read-the textbooks by yourself.

-Choice of different subjects to
study.

Three one-month vacations instead
of a 3-month vacation.

It's fine the'way it is.

Smaller groups.

More field trips.

Ungraded system,

More time in school. Learn
thing at a time.

Work at your own speed.

one

Recreation time after school.

Computet7,

Put the dumb kids in another
class because you have to wait
so long for them.

Not so much art'activitries,

Let the students decide. -

Study groups for homework.

Let some kids ,teach others.

Comparison Group

Everybody all mixed-up so ,the older
kids could help the founger.

Nothing you could do%Auld make it
better.

Small grtps to help each other.

Different room for different things.

I like it the way it is.

More free time to get thehelp you
need.

Have the teachers trained to teach
in a fun way.
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. NEN tb YOU LIKE TO LEARN ALoN0 WHEN WITH OTHERS?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

Alone when its something I like
that po one elst Is interested in.

Book reports alone but a big
social studies report with others.

Alone when tt is something new.

Math alone.. Spelling in a groi).

Reading alone.

Homework alone and reports with

.others.

I like to read alone. I sometimes

read in bed at night sith

flashlight.

4ith others ohly when they're not

noisy.

With others all the time.

I like to be with others when
things are rough and you need to
bring your work up so you can

feel proud.

For some projects alone beCausp I
want to get all the credit not'
just half. /

Social studies is always better
with someone else or with a

'group of people.

C
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History alone and reports together.

4 like to learn with others all the
time but I don't know why.

Others for math - because they help.

Reading alone.

I do better alone all the time.

It's more fun in a group.

Social studies alone because I can,

concentrate better by myself.

Art projects are bett with other

people.

Alone it math and reading.

I like science, reading in small
groups and when you do it orally.

ow"
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ry 12. IX) YOU HAVE SIVE TEACHERS YOU LIKE TO TALK TO ABOUT .IMPORTANT THINGS?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5) Comparison Group

My teacher i4s. lots of interests and
is fun to talk to.

A teacher who helps me enjoy a
subject. .

A teacher o kind of makes every-
thing 1 a game.

Teachers who know when something
is important to you and don't
laugh when its sppposed to be
serious.,

A teacher wftonlets you work on
your own.

No.

Nice and quiet.

-f

t

ti

Not really.

My reading teacher likes to help.

I like e teacher who explains things'

in detail. I learn more this way.

I like to talk to the principal.
He's fun and understanding. My

dad is a principal, too:

I like to talk about the papers I
get a 100 mark on. I'm proud of
good grades.

If I don't understand a lesson I
like to have it explained.

I go after school to talk to my
teacher and she is very nice.

My teacher is young and the first
man teacher I've had. I guess
because he's young he knows what
its like being in school.

13. WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL hCRK DO YOU LIKE BEST? WHY?

Math and social studies.

Oral reports and doing research

Reading - I get absorbed in it.

Geometry is better than plain
math.

Math, I'm good at it.

Everytlli ng.

Re
an

ding about horses and other
orals.

I like'histdrical paft5-- reading
about things and making things.

2 AP.

Math.

Robert's English is a challenge.

Making things like a model of
Jamestown.

Math and reading because they're
easy.

Math.

Spelling.

If I have spare time I read a book.

Art is the'best.

o
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THAT KM) OF SCHOOL KW DO YOU LIKE LEAST? WHY?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5)
)

SphlinOtorkbooks.

Nupic - not the kind they teach

tF,R.

'Math - repeating stuff is boring.

Reading - I prefer to pick my n.

Having to do homework.

Spelling.

Everything I'm doing in class is
a repetition of what I already
know.

Comparison

I have'speech therapy twice_a
week. But, Pm improving..

English - I get writer's cramp.

'Reports.

Nothing - I enjoy everything.

Language arts - over and over
again with the same thing.

,Copying down sentences.

Follow-up exercises for reading.
just like to read.

Oral reports - I get embarrassed
and it makes me look stupid:

Long social studies assignments.

History textbooks - they leave
out foo much.

4
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Scienc don't understand it.

rt is boring - she brings up things you
never heard about.

'English and spelling.

Math because its confusing.

I like everythipg.

I don't,like writing. :Nhen you have
to express yourself, I don't put it
into very good words - nobody under-
stands it except me.

Robert's English.

I like math the least, except that
geometry is.pretty good.

Grammar - maybe if they taught it
in a different way it would,be more
interesting,

O
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15. IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY KIND OF SITUATION AT SCHDOL, MAT WOULD 5,06 ASK FOR?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 5)

Home economics.

Computer programming.

Gymnastics,

Architecture

'Ore interesting literature.

Chemicals

Have Spanish back in elementary school.

Zoology 'field trips about animals.

Free reading time.

Mini-course like at junior high.

C

Comparison Group

Math all'the time.

Pick out the classes ,you would like
in junior high.

More free time for reading and
sports. .

More outdoor activities.

New math books and equipment like
adding machines and computers.

Earn credits for doing things in

the class.
I

Physics/building things/field trips.

Have only 5 kids for one teacher.

6

ca
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Palo Alto Unified School)District - Highly Gifted Project

1. WHAT IS THENOST IMPORTANT THING THAT HAPPENED IN SCHOOL TODAY?

Highly Gifted'(Gr. 8) Comparison Group

Handing in a report in social-
itudies. A Yeport on the Presi-
dent along with some other subject
matter in Soc. Studies. I did

it by myself.

Gerian class went to Gunn. This
is a pleasant class every day. We

went with othert in the class -
only for 8th graders.

Music. Going to be practicing for
concert - all-city orchestra - will
have a guest conductor. Happens
once ayear.

Had- matb test anchchected it over.
It is to wort in groups.

Getting on the trampoline, in P.E.

I like P.E.

Industrial Arts most important.
Shooting cars down. I am out of
class now making a report. Plan

cars from rough draft - shape them
and then mark up and sand them

down. Group project but each one
:doeS his own car.

My English project. Gave report,
working on this with two others.
Made film about Wilbur. Worked on
this at lunch hoer, taking pic-'
tures, etc.,Sound track. Got it
all together and showed the film.

What I learned in metal shop be-
.cause I have never had much ex-
perience in woodworking and metal
shop. How to drill and work it up.

Found out I could do extra work in
classes to get extra credit. Can
learn more not to get just a grade
but learn more and get credit for
it. I like extra work. You can do
gore.reports and this goes into
your file - until the end of year.

I

e
u

Got over my oral report today in English.
I was scared and nervous about it.
It takes much work - worked alone.

Getting my archery class set up and
doing fine .in it. We did this during

lunch. This is separate course, not
P.E. Have one good friend whb told
me about it and helped me. Really
like the class.

Got a B in math test. Quarter test.
Knew the subject matter. Didn't study
hard for it. Take tests about once a
week. Get a B or higher on all of them.

Got grades and I was asked to return
after school in a couple of cl es.

Asked to represent and record and

time in P.E. Did this with a f tend.
Was sick over the summer and t e

quality was not too good for g ee club
so I was worried about my grad
Averaged A and B.

Doing good in math. Just know that
I am good at it. Corrected papers
together. I like math.

Got a lot done in Spanish. Got behind

and decided to get it done. Some are
faster and'some slower. Finish this

at may own pace.

Got social studies report back. Got

an ek- it will be 1/4 of my grade. My
dad helped me a little. Took 4 weeks.
I felt good about doing so well on it.

Spanish most important. Finished a

lot of work. Am ahead now. Working

on this for about a week. My grade
depdhds on how much I get done. I

tried out for cheerleader. We are
learning another routine now.

Today found out that I was getting
higher grade in math. Last year I

didn't doo too well. Got B+, pretty
good grade. It isn't just the
it makes me feel good knowing tha
am doing better.
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Question fl (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8)

q

o

Comparison Group

r

NothiAg today. learned how to prove

angles in math. like this subject
and you learn the most in it. I

am in the play, Tom Sawyer, at the
Children's Theater. 4

Most important.thing was at lunch.

More people signed upfor ttection:
I finished my work in arch drawing.
Tookinal test in math. Think

I did pretty good. Of course, this
interview is important, too.

In band practice we marched with

lie
the band. Didn't go too well.
The second day of doing it and its
getting boriAg. Honor Bind.

Get out of school tomorrow for gymnistits.
Had to find out all my asssignmelts from
my,teachers. I do this often, but my

coa,gh wants me to flake sure I get in
all my assignments so my teachers will

not be upset. I am on the gym team.

Getting grades this week and last.

They were o.k. Got mostly B's. Felt

good about this 7 pnly wish I could

have gotten apuple of.A's. looking'

forward to getting grades, to know how ,
I did and what the teacher thought I' did.

Gr&de in social studies of great concern.
Usually don't get good grades and I

was amazed at what I got. Just amazed!

I am generally good at-tests, but no '0

good at oral work. Suess my'teacher was
an easy grader this time.

So el studies test, Had to finish it

last night because It Vas due today.
Want to get pretty good grade. Worked

alone and dok 5 hours. -

2, WHAT WAS THE MOST BORING THING FOR YOU IDDAY?

'

Spanish most boring thing. Just

a repetition.

Most boring was German. Doesn't

move very fast. It is the teacher

I think - not especially good.-

.
she tries, though.

Sciente 6 ss. Read on a subject

kfthat I di4 't care for. Weather.

Heil boring or about 30 minutes.

'Story problems in algebra. Did this

by mTlf for 30 minutes. Finished

them. ...

Science test. Math was boring,too.

Horemakilig. Have no interest in it, *

not sewing. Teacher bugs me. Get

bored in P.E. No one is good sport.

V.

6

Science. d to look through books on

venereal diseast. Latin is always

boring. Lots of tHingS to understand
and I don't understand it. \My friend
and I feel the sere way about Latin. .

In science, don't like to real abopt

things I'm not interested In. '

Puzzles in math. Couldn't do it.

Teacher yells ifnot perfect. It's not

all that thrilling. If I can do it, t

look forward to it. Jeachers should
see it from our side, not only hers all

the time. So perfect!.

Waste time in Classes. waste time here.

Some classes get worse by end of day.

Some days it-is exciting. Social Studies '

book is always boring.

Social studies. Had to read a chapter.

Took half of period. Book boring.

Sometites'we do this once a week. No

one in class likes to do it.
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Question f2 (con't)

+NV

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8)

Math Class. Math teacher drags
thirigs and I dont like math. This
math teacher tries to entertain
yolk:, tell jokes-and Stuff like 4,

that. It has,nothing to do with
math. 14 people in the class and
I know most (A them.

Spanish class. Already had some
capthis and going over it bores
me. Most of the class is bored.
Social studies bored me a lot, too.

Typing. Too. monotonous. Just
sentences,.juslpype, type, type.

English. Teacher read to us and
it was boring. He likes to read
to us. Just stands there and
reads - even if the book is in-
teresting, it is boring to have

to sit,there and hear him'read
all period. Teacher very in-
terested'in drama and he writes
his own things, about what we are
going to learn and study about.

Home Ec. Making this dress and
I am making a lot of al-Wakes.

English. Gave us tests - drills,
verb worksheets. Got monotonous.
Have to be completed in classy

, 62
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Comparison Group

never too good at this. Teacher
- notloo good. Have to give oral reports, 1

not interesting. Don't like verbs,
either. Always boring but depends on
teacher. Don't like to listen to other
people's oral reports either.

Movie in history. Not too boring but
we have them about every third day.

ish and I already knew what we were

fe well. We had verbs. Like English
mos

about and on top of it Ifdidn't

. of the time.

French: 1/2 class working with slides,

sorting - boring, trying to learn new
dialogue. Do.this every day for 10 min.

Social' studies. Hypothesis, variables,
worksheets, homework. Same old thing
every day.

Social studies - went to library. Just
sat there for 45 minutes.

Social studies - its the teacher. Just
sits and talks about djfferent subjects,
sort of rambles. I'm not the only one
who feels that way. Whole class bored.

Watched slides in social studies. It

wasn't about what we have been studying.

Math class because Wt had substitute.
Have had lots of subs lately. Don't
learn anything.

German - boring every'day. Had this
same teacher for 3 years.

English - studying Shakespeare and go-
inrover plys, answering questions
that are not too. interesting. Teacher
doesn't make it interesting. '-..

Social studies. Read abbut people in
Ohio and answered questiops. Not always
boring.



3. YHAT DID YOU THINK ABOUT OR IMAGINE - TODAY?

Highly ,Gifted (Gr. 8)

Athens in the trial of Socrates -
a system a lot like ours. Accusing
humans, he was accused of something
he didnTdo.

CIA social studies - Senate
a farce stu-

filli-

Showedw
dent government was. Talk about
Doing into old court files and
learned what happened.

Handing in in social studies,

did a good job.

Just about everything is worth
remembering. It could probably
be one of the social studies
books, Black Boy, really makes you

think.

Talking to a friend t lunch time.
Talking about borin English class.

Like class where ha more group

participation and no have teacher

do everything.

Comparison Group

Starting tennis soon. Don't know how

to play. Can't hit the ball and

wondered about that. Think I will like moiny,

this better than basketball. ?NM
Thought about science quiz Friday.
I am anxious about sclence. Thought

monstration.about gymnastic

Put myself in a boo Imagined being

a character. Don't nt to be like

him though. About hig school student

who had everything goin for him and

flunked out.

Handing in story in English. Wrote

a long story and worked on.it along

time. It is amakeup grade and I
hope to, get a better gradevwith this '

story.

Gym meet - onealtek. Competing and

I am nervous. Floor acts, balance

beams. Got an A on English It

was hard and was pretty ha y about it.

Thought about playing soccer. Thought

about some plays and positions. Talk-
ing about friends - probably
plays in the game. -Coach didn't talk

torus today.

4, THINKING BACK, WHAT WAS THE MOST EXCITING SCHOOL. EXPERIENClk LAST SCHOOL YEAR?

Beginning new class - 4 hours a day
nd ggX credit for math% English

and P.E. Just a free class.
English and social studies tied in

together. Do lot-of group dis-
cussions and with one or two people.

Some individual work.

Got to take Industrial Arts instead
of homemaking.

Nothing has been -all that exciting.
Last year in social studies we did
some fun and exciting things.
Group participation and had visitors

,from other countries. Learn from

others. Think we should do more of
this - it makes you think.

Math - had a good teachar. My best.,'

Did faicjy good. Tried to learn in-

stead of getting gride. This yve can't
stand math. Teacher last year had a

lot of imagination.

English class. Had neat teacher. She
was transferred to another school. We

did debate, blind walking. She mage

this interesting. We did things, not
just-write about themollOpu made your

own grade. .

.Sports - playing football. Played end.

Made tquchdown. Getting better posi-

dons In soccer' because they think

can do better now than theqhought.

S6
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CpestiOn f4 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8 Comparison Group

Photography class. Take pictures
and develop them'and use them for.
yearbook. Hy dad got me started.
Last year I found I would be in

'this class.

4

Making baseball team. Play outfield.

Getting out of school. Got best grhes
ever. Didn't reall-rwork harder. I

was"pleased.

After school sports most exciting.
Fun and got out of last period to do

.this. Didn't like the teacher very much.

This year's football games. Best one
was when we won. Touchdowns really
exciting for me. My dad coaches 19p
Warner team. Friend and I teach kids
cheerleading.

Learning to use welding torch in metal
class. Working in art metal clams.
Tried to get it again but couldn't.
Second semester I will try again.

Getting involved in sports. In 7th
grade didn't go out for sports.

This/year clalses better. Really pleased
with classes. Double block system makes
it so you can't get bored, I like MY
teachers in most every class.

Playing football. On school team.
Enjoyed this. Worked.hard'to get on team.

5. THINKING BACK, hHATHAS THE MOST DIFFICULT OR DISAPPOINTING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE LAST YEAR

Taking science class - boring.
Teacher contradicts herself. She
is new teacher.

tfiought I'project in o me awl
Industrial dAn't get my

'p
deserved a ter grade than I got,

%Atrial art - electricity. Did
all that was required an0 got a C.
Seemed I got a lot of.low grades.
Electricity was pretty bad for me.
Because I know a lot about it, do 4
it as a hobby. We were asked to
construct motor and I was dis-
appointed because I didn't get
higher grade.

64

'Wanted to be on soccer team but the
coach didn't note me. So I quit.

Math teacher. Got bad grade because
I couldn't understand or learn from
him. Just couldn't communicate.

Social studfes teacher - couldn't
understand her. Very poor teacher and
cut me down. Had her for one quarter.
Lots of other people felt the same.i
She was always watching over you.

Getting, bad grades - most unhappy. Got
C in social studies. Teacher hadn't
taught junior high before and graded
too hard. Class was boring.

67
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Question f5 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8) ,

la
Comparison Group,

Getting a C in Englishilast year and
this, too. English not that hard.
Late getting in fora test, didn't
get itlinished.. Teacher wouldn't
let me make it up.

Getting my first C's in math,
science and social studies. My
parents did not like this too much
but it didn't bother me that much
because I knew I could bring them
up again. This was the first
quarter. Got an A in Spanish. I

could. have doniamph better.

In social studiffr- about government.
People hypocritic. It is supposed to
be democracy but people going

eto get whthey want. is dis-
appointing.

Disappointing yhen I don't understand
what teacher is talking about. In

math most of the time I don't under-
stand. Can't get it right and I
keep on trying. Don't like not to
.succeed. System old-fashioned.

Mir

GItting my German teacher again. Calh't

choose German teacher here because she
is the only one here.

Sot behinglrie sheets in English.
Khd to tak hOme to catch up.
Talked too much instead of doing work.
Once I caught up ft was not so bad. It
was a loose class and you could work
at your own rate but you hadrto get done.

Got 4 wing notices. My parents
were really mad. Got them in math.

Lousy grade in P.E. itude
grade. Didn't e t to get a good
grade ts1 I wa doing j4st as good
as oth s. C ch said -lie caught me
running thro the Kills so he lave
me

of passi tests in English and social
studies. One'teacher just gave tests.
Englis spelling tests. Didn't like
the jects. This year is better.

h - didn't do'tdo good . always

Lakin

behind. Got mostly This
year I like math - neral math.

Math - not doing well. When I was
called on I was silent and embarrassed.
Had good teacher but didn't understand
the work. Bad test grades. Everyone
else was really smart. L'm doing better .
now - ge$,A's:

English most difficult. Don't do too
well. My worst subject. Little better
this.year. Teacher gave me C. Really
doing more work and working harder
at it but teacher was hard grader.
felt ',was Wing better than 4; don't .

like English, because I don't rike to
do a lot of Writing.

Getting bad grades in German. Just
didn't have the knack for it. Getting
farther and farther behind. Couldn't
drop it - just had to stick it out.

Losing last two football games. Won
45 ina row. Means we're knocked out
of championship.

I

A
,
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6, COMPARING-WHAT HAPPENS IN wv....m.AND OUT., WHAT IS DIFFERENT ....7

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8) Comparison Group

Out of school is more fun - people,
no grades, more fun. In school r
for learning'and grades.

In school don't get bored because
you are learning things. Out of
school have hobbies, try to -

balance things off. .

Think more when in school. There
are important things out, too.

Directed things in school.

School prepares you to learn
more later on. ""*---

*.--

I

Get grades in school - achievements
in all you do. Outside you are with
friends and have fun and sports.

School uses lots of books. Do the

same.thing - learn things. OutSide
you read pleasure'-books if you want
to read.

leschool I learn and enjoy. We

have a pretty good curriculum here.
Out of school I mostly do stuff with
friends and family - this is importanl
too.

It school play football and do sports.
Try to get good grades. Out of school

work at"getting my, money collected
from paper route.

7, ARE THERE THINGS YOU VERY INTERESTED IN THAT YOU DON'T DISCUSS IN SCHOOL?'

In Spanish we dp not have enough

time. 1 wouldn't have shop class.

Chemistry none in school. Not.. '
very man, people interested in
chem. I do it independently. Talk
about politics and government
withifriends outside. Don't like
to do the same Old thing that .

everybody is doing.

then in math you don't discuss art.t
dpn't discuss my music. If

there were clubs and groups, you
.? could do this. To much time is
wasted - Hy English teacher reads
to us too much.

4
Like to havd electronics club.
Can't seem ado this. We do a

lot of wiring and things in shop.

In history I would like to discuss
what black history had to do with
today. I dortlt care what people
did 1,000 years ago.,

Interested in Photography and as
far as I'm concerned, they doi't
know much about it. No time for it.

1

There are some classes they do have
thatNthey shouldn't. I woull like
more freedom and electives.

t

I would like a course in business and
finance. It couldn't be passed now.
There wasn't enough demand for this

1111w. Conflicts with electives.4

Electronics - my hobby. Not being
\taught and some people would not under-
stand. We could change that-by being
able to discuss electronic problem -
get friends together in the field -
not do it by myself all the time.

Build'models out of school and am
interested in this. But I wouldn'i
want to change lgschool because of
this.

V'
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EL WHAT PART DOES IMAGINATION
PLAY IN YOUR LIFE?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8)

In English - sometimes_it helps and

other tires it doesn't.
A

Helps with Engli§p stories. Helps

to comprehend somethings - an idea

and then using it: If you didn't

have it, you cdtldn't do certain

things.

Helps. in writing-up assignieniis

in story writing.

' t

4

Comparison Group
'

Helps me in writing compositions.
Helps in having fun, talking not in

in class, but talking to people.

Think of some heroes. Think about

things you would like to be able to

do.- Just let yourself be somewhere

else. Helps in writing, making a

dress, helps a lot.

Creative writing,
drawing, sometimes

in football.' In drawing it gives me

'ideas, thinking something that is

original.

Helpful in writing; like to write

imaginary stories, fiction and non-

fiction. Really things that,could

happen. Like to imitate people.

Like to animate people with animals.

Drawing, use if it is someth4ng I

can't do. Get ideas frOffi-it. Use

it when I want something wish for

ft. My horse - I imagine about this

too. What it would be like to be a

cheerleader. In school I imagine how

I will get the work done and,what kind

'orbrade.

Writing assignments. Helps too when

I am at home discussing things with , .0

my parents. Helps when I am drawing.

Writirtg papers - think up ideas.

Writing skills, social studies and

PEnglish.
Writing High Times in Palo

Alto-filit17--' I am about to do this -

plays a large part in my life.

Imagined What would happen when I

played football. I would win and

be hero. It doesn't,hurt me but

I don't know if it°helps me or not

a

\ \
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g IN NHAT KIND OF CLASS SETTING OR WITH HAAT KIND OF TEACHER DO YW LEARN BEST?

,Highly Gifted (Gr. 8)

Like teacher who keeps me buslowith
things I like.

Like teachers like mi English
teacher last year. Kept us busy
but also did things that were,
fun.

Go in depth. in a subject.

Glee Club - course where you sit
in a circle on the flodr. If`
obligated to come same time .
every day, it is a drag.

68
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A

'

Comparison Group

Science experiements. You do things
that have been discussed.' Like a

her who keeps his own standards
doesn't gime into the kids. ,Let

kids talk a little but when gets out
of hand, understand teacher's.

strictness.

. In social studies one that is good with
kids - one that understands. Does
what kids want to do. In math, not
too much talking - you have to hear what
the teacher has-to Say' In social
studies, loose class where you can ,
cuss points'of view.

Like my Spanish teacher -,if you don't
know a word, he'll expliin it. Learn
more this way. Has to be fun, crack '
a few jokes,relaxed.

Where I can go and ask for help. A
teacher whodoesn't jot make me read
the text-but gives me idtas to think
about. Sit in circle better. han infow.

Everyone at my level. Class that learns
at same *peed.

Teacher who takes time
to help and doesn't make you feeftOu
are holding up the class.

In English, the teacher is strict and
won't let you get out of class. He isnice and is funny the

way he talks and
acts. Uses perfect grammar. Casbal
setting. Social studies we sit in circleand I like this.' We sit in rows in
English and I don't like this as well.

Math should be harder because you have
to learn math.

Social Studies and
English more free.

Learn better if
teacher is not strict.

More interesting when teacher is not
going over same stuff all the time.
One with imagaintion;

takes class trips.

Flexible teacher; don't have to sit in
seat all the time;

go outside and sand
4 in assignments late; chance to make up.

York on projects at own time. Like
clasi where you dOn't..have to do cer-
tain things at certain times.

7i
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.10. 1117,110ILD YOU ORGANIZE SeMA. TO LEARN BEM

Highly Gifted (Gr.' 8),

More freedom of choice. Like langu-
age labs. Teacher not really tough
and lets us work at own pace just
so we get work done. Think all
school should be this way. Do not

like being forced to do school
work. -

No set thing to do. Small classes
and more teachers. Have'5 re-
quired subjects like English, Math
and the things you have,to learn.
Then let students choose ether
things 1pike music, art, projects.
independent study and small group.
I would like to teach - it would
be interesting.

Basically like it is. Ne could
have more interesting social

' studies and English textbooks.

144111

Have more teachers - not old and
radical ones. Like having teachers
pen to both sides_t_diseussion.

-.
'

.
,

Comparison Group

Math in morning and do my own correct-
ing. P.E.. English and social studies
in'afternoon. Rather have specific
assignments than work at own pace.
Shorter classes and shorten time in
school.

Learn, necessary and basic things.
Have more electives. Pick what you
want to study. Longer lunch. Not
have to worry about Widnes. Rotate
schedule so you don't have to get sick
of doing the same thing at the same
time.

No homework - do it in class. If

problem, get help from teacher. I

like this organization better than other,
schools I've attended. This school

gives electives, summer school and field
trips.

Learn another way instead of out of
books., If you could go outside and
learn from experiences. Logger lunch

. hour. Have activities during lunch.
Locate mountains and where snow would
be. Like a school in the mountains.

Teacher who keeps -you interested. In

English our teacher took us on an ,

imaginary walk - had to close our-eyes
and imagine. Like school Lbe way it
is only have more interes g classes.

Individual conference with teacher
after I do my work. Smaller classh,.

double block for some and single for
others.

Like double block in P.E. and in-
dustrial arts. But for socialstudies'
its too long. Smaller classes - but

not too small.

9
II. a
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Comparison Group

4-,

English literature alone as I like
to read very much. Would rather
be with just 3 or 4 people in
group studying.

Industrial arts in a group. English
and art alone.

Spanish alone. History with others.
Llowork and projects. .

English alone but like,to share
what I know. Enjoy tutoring.
Like to do social studies with
others. Talk politics with
others. ,

Social studies with others - good to
share thoughts. Math alone except
when I need help from teacher.
Some pro3ecN I would rather do alone.

.Read alone. Learn with others just
about all- the time.

English and social studies alone.
Math and science with small'groups.
Discussion in small groups.

Reading assignments alone. Some
English assignments and discussipns
are best witfl'others.

by myself - easier to work
wn pace.

Reports
at your

Math Zvi

my fri
-Learn
spells

with o

others - I can understand
ds better than my teacher.
nglish,.social studies and
ng alone. Like to do worksheets
hers. We can help each other.

th alone = also like to learn
when I feel .like being alone.

alone, if I dnderstand it.

ith others in game situations.

Read by myself. Think I should be
with someone else for help. Group
of six instead of 31. Teacher would
have mor'etime.

12. DO"YOU HAVE SOK TEACHERS YOU LIKE TO TALK TO ABOUT THINGS?

70.

Responses unavailable due to faulty transcriptions.
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13. hHAT KIND OF SCI-130(.1.ORK DO YOU LIKE BEST? WHY?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8)

Oral work best. Too much written
0 work in some classes.

,
Shop,

f

drawing, math. Working

. probleins. Like learning in creative
way-and interesting ways to do ,

. things and work them out. Fun

atObsphere. 4

English liters re best - like to
read. Not muck of school day goes
into this - in free time..

Creative Wri g. Very limited
in English. G nerally have to

lwrite about a book - not creative.

Reading for information. Movies,`
films. Things that will help me.
Learn on mown and do something
interesting. Like history.

Like math but it depends on teacher.
One period plus homework. This

year I like my math teacher and I'
am doing well.

Like reading, writing, drawing.
Like English, too. About 45-50
min. daily in drawing.

Creative writing. Good way to
express yourself. Don't like the
books they give in English. Like
creative 'writing and math.

Like new and different assignmdnts.
English -,autobioagphy - big
portion of schoorGork. Math and
English favorites. Sometimes
assignments don't sound interest-
ing but then when you.get into
it, it gets interesting.

Like all subjects - best matt
and English. Would like them all

litter if they were set up 4ke

own

where you work at yo
own pace.

a

Comparison Group

Like P.E: and mafrihis year. Like'

all learning activities.,

Some work in class - little homework
but not too much. Like to discuss,

learn what others have done. Like

math and to work with a couple of
kids. Do this 2/3 of the day.

Science is o.k. Instead of reading

-things you do them. Like written
instead of oral. Do better this way.

2 hrs. daily. ,

The kind of work that makes me think` -

not just answer a question.

Reading things - history books, English.
Because it is easy for me but'I learn

more from it. Last year we had lots
of reading, but not this year.,

Discussions, not a whole bunch of
goofing off. Good topics where every-
one wants to contribute - debate. I

. like debates because I like to histen

what others have to' ay on certain 'topics.

Math because I get more out of this
class than others. Math'doesn't come
easy. Learn more from group than from
teacher. Try hard in math because it
is hard, for me.

P.E. and metal work. Reading sometimes,.
when I can pick what to read. Math fun
sometimes. ,

Architecture class - learning how to
make house plens - helping me towards
what I want to do when I get out of
school. Like P.E. - games.

English and Spanish. Good teacher in
Spanish - always liked English.

. -17

Science worksheets. Creative writing.
Feel proud when I find answers. I like
t? write. 4 hrs week doing things.1
likesbest:

if
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Question 013 (con't)

'
Highly Gifted (Gr. 8) Cdmparison Group

Reading-and English best.
Writing, -too, if I am feeling
down.

Like'reading - toe ft for every-
thing.

Writing and science. Like doing
research. Learn as you go along.

.4ig satisfaction to know it is
something that you had worked

-hard on.

Writing papers on subjects I can
choose. Like creative writing.
In my opinion just reading and

then writing about' what you read.

Math - reading is fun. Science and
woodshop. Feel free in these classes.

Like P.E. because it is not regular
clasi setting - no desks or rows.

Writing, English, science, band - like
playing drums. English teacher not too
strict. Lab work in science. I

Writing and typing - use my imagination -
typing is a skill .1 should learn and is fun.

P.E. best.

Photo class - have freedom there.

14, WHAT KIND OF SUM WORK DO YOU LIKE LEAST?

Language the least. Memorization,
boring! Have this about 1 hour day.

Reading out of books. iota great
reader. Having an experience is
much better and then write about it.

Math the way it is taught. Same
thing over and over. Could learn
in 2 instead of 20 problems.

th because I don't like things
at.always have specific answer.

F nch where yolu are forced; to go
al ng.

Sto ial studies - cut and dried
bori !

a

Vocabu y work - aDoutS1/3 of every
period. Drills, repetition. Not
learning frog eajh other. Learning
from other people is important.
Each has his own experiences.

Latin - boring and I cannot memorize.
Have a hard time with spelling the words.

Reading things I don't like. Math goes.
too fast. Always have test on Monday
so you have to study on weekend.

Grammar. Boring and no purpose: If

I can express myself that is all I need

to know. Languages would be good to
go to country to learn it. Teachers
do not make it interesting.

Math is boring.

Being forced to do things you don't
like - like reading, verbs in English.
Don't like doing same things in science.

Don't like history reports. Or creative
writing. Right now Ce have to identify
nouns and verbs and that kind of stuff.

C
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Question #14 (con't)

Highly lifted (Gr. 8) Compar)son Group

Drills and math the least. Too much
repetition. About 1-2 hours.

Leastis to read text and write it
up. Do it 2 or 3.times a week.

No,freedom inn social studies class.

Busy work ai1:4111 the least.
Like my math this year - teacher
gives you problem and if we` don't
get it we.do it over with some
instruction.

Do not li e monotonous lectures.

History . eated all the time.
Should ha wider selection. We
study Cal us in elementary school
and then i brought up again. I

think we s ouldehave wider,selec-,
tion - it would be'better.

1 .

English grammar - don't need it
anymore.

English - boring books. ,

American Political Behavior. Never
wanted to get involved in politics, until,
this year. Don't care for science the
way it is taught. Family life stuff.
Rather have earth science.

Math the least - also reports and tests.
Reports are lengthy and time consuming.
Like to write because I want to write, not

because I have to. Oral tests I do well '

on but can't remember when I have to put
the answers down. Like math but not the
person teaching it.

Math and science the least -- too hard!

Too lazy to do reports and reading.

Math - just adding attd subtracting. I

know I can do it but the teacher just
keeps going over the same old thing.,

Orel stuff'in math - boring.

Writing reports like. I'm not
a good speller.

15., IF YOUCOUU) HAVE ANY KIND OF SITUAT OV AT SCHDOL YOU WHAT KIND OF
THING W3ULD YOU ASK FOR:

Different types of science. More
specializeal classes. Variation of
languages - smaller classes.

More different kind and types of
languages. Can't talk in class
now Would like sometimes to talk
and'to discuss different things.

Jet us tell about interest in hobbies.

Would like to branch off into the
subjects we have now. Love to write
and this could'be included in English
course. Like to do whatever I
wanted and get extra credit.

General history - beglnning to
present. Films, books, teacher
that knows a lot about it. Would
be hard to please everyone.

tti

Lots of trips. Science nd social
studies in relation t, her countries.
Lots of P.E. - water skiing.

School to come, to ypur home. Garden-'
ing in school:

Everything elective. Then yoo wouldn't
have to study the things you weren't
interested in. More science and math.
Like a teacher and 5 students going
places and studying area in small
groups. Study and meet wherever you
wanted to -- outside instead of room
with desks.

Horseback riding - go to beach on hot
day. More debates because I like to
hear what my friends and other students
say.

46
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'QuestiOn #15 (contt)

. '

Highly Gifted (Gr. 8) Comparison Group

Ask for more architectural Work.
Do planning of things, buildings
and things like that.

Would like more language lab work.
Do'not like school as it is but

can't change it.

Would like to go off campus on
a field trip for instance in
taking cooking - go to restaurant
and see people'cook and then try
it out for yourself. Learn about
psychology. My mom is a child
ps.khologist.

Come and go when you want. Have
certain number of hours a month.
Relevant to life. Just couldn't
stay away from school all the time-
but if you knew a subject and you
could do it ih i hour, then go
home and come back for another
subject.

More physical science and

electrical classes. Choose

favorite things to do.

More science, music, Zoology.
Special musiteclasses with about
5 people.

74

Good curriculum is half what the Stu-
dent wants and half what is required.
Good teachers are those who are con-
cerned about students and, give fair

grades. GoOd student government is
people who can impe the school.

Doing things in the mountains. Hiking

and outdoor things. Travelling in

Europe. Reading anything you want.

No science requirement. No P.E. re-

requirement.

Horse4Ack riding - L could ride all

day. Ski with. friends; field hockey;

go to football games.

d1 re sports+ camping and outdoor stk.

Fooling around and doing what you want.

Talk more with friends. Gymnastics,

diving, shopping, eat more.

Backpacking - mountain climbing.

Literary writing c
and drivers train
training and craf

ass. More glee club

g. Secretarial
classes.

et N.

t
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Palo Alto Unified School District - Highly Gifted Project

14,

1. MAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING THAT HAPPENED IN SCHOOL TOMMY? to

Physics presentation. Wo
our grade for the quarte
talk in front of 3 phys
and,explain what we've
Written paper also; f

I was sick and just go
important thing was being involved
in jury for mock court. Found out
how they cross examine people.

th half

/ Had to
s teachers
en doing.
good after

Found out what the spring musical
might be. Didn't go to math or
physics because I wassinging.
Probably Want to major in some-
thing like music or drama so I
need the experience.

Science fiction seminar. Dis-

cussed solutions to world prob-

lems. An interesting thought that
never occurred to me before was
the idea of a computer taking
over the world. Seminar meets
once a week and its interesting
all the time.

One of eachers in Alternative

School student. at Santa Clara
and her a visor showed up to
grade her: Really good because
everyone had done their research
and everyone came to class so she
was happy. Good lesson and good
discussion.

Meeting of Chess Club. Discussed.

methods for deciding who plays
what placement, I'm one of the
top men so I felt I should get
involved. Been in the club since
8th grade.

Someone in biologhave report on
raccoons. Kinda interesting.
He has grown up taking care of
them. He is Zilroy exchange
student.

Experiment in physic?: Demon-
stration on oscilloscope.

"1

Running computer program. Workihp
on it for a week. My brother helping
'me. For my own personal use.

English essay test. Study old authors
like Chaucer. Not too interesting.
Got'a Bi

Physics test. Spent a lot of time
preparing. Didn't do too hot on it.
Didn't read enough of previous assign-
ments. Too hard for me. Not important.

I got'in over my head.

Math test -,got 13. Highest 18.

Movie on Black History with Bill Cosby
narrating. Team teachiAg class of
about 40-60 kids. 'Don't really like

this class - don't like some of the
assignments.

Don't have to go to math - don't like
my math class that much. Its boring

and teacher rambles on and on. Think

most of the'kids feel the same:, I

guess its because I understand things
faster and she goes over it again and
again so I daydream. I was in a harder
math class, but that went too fast!

Seminar on what peace.agreement really
means. Pretty Good. part of a world
conflict seminar. tat up by group of
students who call themselves Students
Against A:redcap Involvement in Indo-
chint44 I'm interested in U. S. politics.

History test.. 3 pages long. , Missed
one question and got a B. Think that
was unfair. ,Grades are important to
me. You need good grades to get into
college.,Laned in high math and science
and you ha've to get good gradps or they

lane you lower. Laning is good. Low

history class, not too many smart people

in the class.

Yesterday went to-world conflict'seminar.

3 movies - army indoctrination films!
Required. Sort of break in day.

_ .
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Question 1 (con't)'

Highly Gifted (Gr. 11) Comparison Grottl

Learned to write computer formal.
Combined all the things we had
learned In math. Computers are
interesting.

PhysicS class. Got rid of the old
teacher - he's in the hospital.
New one is young - grad student at

, Santa Cruz* We were all happy with
,him but today found out he has a
few faults. Every teacher hays.
faults/ but this one is really ;

dgbrg-anized.: It bothers me.
It will on may mind for a while.

Assembly was fun. Classical flute
and piano music. 'Lasted for about
an hour or so.

100% on math problems. Didn't expea
td get 100 points of 400. This is
optional thing, not a class. I didn't
study - waited til the last day and
did it!

Latin test. Import*At to me because
of college entrance. I want to be

better educated. They have proved
that having college education doesn't ,

help that much to get a job but I
want to go on to graduate school.

Something new in math. Teacher ex-
plained problems. I was kept busy
there - pretty small class.

Math importAnt. Its the 'class I

learn the most in. Purely lecture.
About 20 people in class. Usually
have to prepare a lot.

g

Passed Latin test. Been under a lot
of tension last few weeks. My grand-.
father hasbeen ill and a few other
things - didn't try to catch up on
Latin. Teacher is really strict and
expects a lot of work. For a class
like that I think its the best way.

Got a good grade on math test. Two
teachers - one good, one bad.

,Oral report in a group. Spent all
week preparing for it. Did pretty
well. Mirror image - parallax - like
science. My dad is Thysicist. Don't
like math but I like to understand what
everyone is talking about.

Routine day. I like family fife -
teacher is really good. Like the loose
surroundings and open discussions.
Women's history. Really good course.

2;, WHAT WAS THE MOST BORING THING FOR YOU TODAY?

Last half of English class. Supposed ,

to read a book and I already finished
it.

History 7 hate ht Cory. Think I
know all the history that is necessary
at this time. Small class and I like
small classes but U.S. History is
boring - ancient histor/',,is o.k.

IP

a... ........ .............. +. + s

el.

18*

. -

Going to school at 8:00. S ool is .

,pretty boring except ceramics. U.S.
History is very dull teacher talks
too much. She is afraid of little
moments of silence. She handed out a.
survey and I told her I thought she
talked too much but I'don't think she
is going to change.

Listening to French teacher talk.

0
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uestion 2 (con't)

PtE. - taking measurements for weight
training. Co-ed class. Boring be-
cause I knew the measurements already.

Listened to speaker on grand juries.
Didn't understand what they were talk-
ing about. Think it was for a dif-.

ferent-'class. Cold in class.

:French - teacher unmotivated and
.toftwe had'a movie's° it wasnt
too bad. Usually .ne one cares;
exeryope's mind wanders. Bo learn

but is flow.

Spanish - saw a movie about a girl's
birthday party. It was hard to tell

what they were saying. Usually do

my math in Spanish class. Pay

attention once to a while. Easy for

me. Had Spanish in elementary
school - mostly repetition.

SoCial studies - doesn't intend,
me. Large lecture clafl.

French - always boring. Teacher
good but has to go at slow pace be-
cause some of the kids don't catch

on fast.

Math - teacher unable to communicate.
Repeats, herself and doesn't seem to

be able to answer things.

Physics - doin methodic things.

New teacher th emester. Last

semester really ructured, not

there't no pressu

Test in math - finished early - sat
around and wait for everyone to
finish - usually happens in math -

I'm good in math.

Clothing class- no projectli,

English always boring. Science

Fiction.- isn't interesting.

Had appointment and then study in
Geman. History, usually bores me.

Math slow because sill* kids catchingt
up. I Just sit around. ,

4

Comparison Group

ard,end of day get tired of classes.
MarkTwain English class_particularly
boring. I'm notytoo good in English
and don't enjoy reading as much as others.

Taking physics test. Now that we have

new teacher, it's not boring. Old .
teacher wouldn't answer questiohs and
made you feel like a fool for asking.

French lab. Asked questions Ant
going on all period - long and r wn out.

We told teacher we were bored and she
is trying to improve.

Math - review. Had been gone for 2 days
and it wasstill the same old stuff.
It seems stupid to be on one thing for
so long.

There are some classes pore boring tfian
others. U. S. History most boring.
Don't do anything - just talk.among
ourselves. Not learning - teacher isn't
teaching just talking about his own
problems and his family.

Working in chem class. All we.do is
work on labs - no lectures - pretty
monotonous.

World conflicts seminar. Keep reading.

about world problems. Keep r ashing

same thing over. Never anythi new.

Lasted about 111 hours. 15 peop e. They

were listening but I don't know if they
were attentive.

French class - saw filmstrip and t acher
talked - really boringl His voic tone

an bad. Try to listen and give f edback e

but Majority of class either tilts or
does other work.

ingli,siv- partially because some of it
is over my head, Partially because the
teacher is boring. Speaking manner is
boning. *Don't spend a let of time pre-

7pirparilig as I have more exciting things
-1 to do jnd school just gets fitted in.

Hebr learning Couple of words -
se s out of context.

4o
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3, WHAT DID YOU THINK ABOUT OR IMAGINE TODAY THAT SEEMS WORTH REMikERING?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 11)

I thought I needed to start writing
poetry again. I used to write a lot.
I was upset with My style so,I quit.
Have no time. Taking 5 solids.

Taking AP exams. Preparing for them.
Last year took bioldh test. Hope
to get enough credit to get sophomore
standing so I can have less pressure,
at.coIlege.

. History. How loyal an4atriotic
they were at the turn of the century.

sl I thought how.nice it would be if
we could be back'to that now. Now .

the leaders aren't so good. I have
faith' though that we'll do o.k. -

k

Tutoring in math. He's really far
\ behind and I *have to go k to

basics. Today went badly. After
we finished he'said he was ng up
to the Cow Palacqa I don't se
you get so far behind in math and
then still have time for extra ac-
tivities.

4
Comparison Group

Film in Black History. Discussion
interesting-.; beSt we've done.

Movie in social studies. On Black
History. Bill Cosby narrated. Was
different from usual movies.

a

4, WHAT WAS 1/4 MOST EXCITING SCHOOL EXPERIENCE*LAST SCHOOL YEAR?

,1Write an essay on significant points
in a chapter on Reform Movements.
Thought it was a stupid assignment

, so I. turned in 2 blank pieces of
paper. She asked me to write a
paper on why didn't think'there
werelany signtficant points. I

wrote on the insignificance of're-
porting. It was just a joke and ,
she thought it w a good essay.
She didn't realiA it wasak joke -
A( didn't make any impression on her
at

History - Civil War. In English -
I got into Shakespeare. Cancelled,my
OFUrnd semester class to take in-
dependent study on Macbeth and
King Lem.% Really good teacher.

, (8r

Going to family life class. Different
from-most. More free and open. No
homework - no books. Don't have to
go if you don't want to.

History - get an A if you do well on
test and then do extra assignment. I

read a lot of biographies. Learned a
lot more through self-initiated things.--

Dropped out of English and that made sit
nicer. Never liked English. This is
probably the first year since kindergar-
ten that I haven't had English to do
and its nice.

a
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Question 4 (Con'V

Highly Gifted (Gr. 1T) Comparison Group.

Computer science. I still use It.
Lot of free time after school. 7
Could do anything I wanted.

Resource period. Informal - talk
about whatever is on your mind.
It is valuable because it gives
four br five of us the opportunity
to talk together about things we
may not understand.

Journalism is always peak experi-
ence for me. Mock court in govern-
ment good! Talked to a lot of
people involved with court - judges,
DA's, lawyers. All my English
seminars were great.

History - teacher good. Clasf
periods interesting and informal.
Good book. Teacher tells stories
about Veerican History.

Physics class - hasn't necessarily
been a pleasant experience but I
Wild say. I learned a lot. It
varies the most. Always something
undiscovered - something to look
forward to.

Course in philsophy. Seemed
really neat to have theories and
philosophies presented. Opened
my mind a.lot.

4

WHAT WAS THE MIDST DIFFICULT. UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE?

Could havedone better on math
P

_half of PSAT. I'm in high lane and
people expect high scores and keep
asking you about them. Have repu-.
tation to uphold.

Physics experiment. People I was
, working with were goofing off.

Really bad for me. People were
hard to work with. Boring classes.
History bad. Teacheh.11iking on
and on about nothing. "-

C-
a

-46t

t

3

82

,IP

S.

Uhen I got a B on historylport.
Report on election of 1876. Teacher
said the content as not right. I

looked it over and sort of agreed
with teacher. Hoped for A, usually
get 81 but I worked hbrd on this one.

German grade. Teacher didn't
follow through like, she said she
would. Got a D at beginning and
thought it wouldn't add into rest of
grades which were all A's. I got
a C and-I was pretty upset. She's
very strong-minded.and I couldn't
change it. Good teacherAut she
doesn%t listen. .re

- 79
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Nestldri 5 (can't) A

French - teacher disappointing. Gni,/
reason she is teaching is that she has
tenure. Old fashioned methods. Slow,
never studied for tests. Studied
5 minutes for finals. They put her
in English department. Bored there,
too!

Math - hated the teacher andjidn't
get anything out of class. Graded
on'wrong things like handwriting in
notebooks. Geology in alternative
school - coultn't get started.
Switched to regidar class and things --,

are Alright now. C .

get bored easily. Can't remember
anything really unhappy. History
teacher lectured a lot an it was

,

Kysickwaste of time. "Couldehave
lkarrerbl Just experiencing ,in
lab rathely than talking firSt

.
Had English paper to write and
several other' things piled up.
Teachers seem tcl.take advantage

.of 3-day weekend nip i le up
homework. Didn't g7t everything
done.

Phykics as awfdl. Always in fear
of teacher. So worried about study
guide qiestionS.I -never did them.

her was really nice but I Jost -
couldn't talk to him about the class.
tow teacher now and things are more
relaxed - better for me.

-` -
In social studies I worked my
'off.and got a B+ when 'I knew-the
material. She gives essay tests
and her questions-'unclear Don't
seem to know whan she ants. Know

'the jnaterial and know it well but.
don't know what she wants.

Rhysics teacher - been teaching. for
30 years. No one'can stand him.
Main thing' is attitude. Trying to
teach life is really tough. Th
wasn't his job - should hay% bee
teaching physics. .

Comr5arison Group -

Math test - titally bombed. Didn't,
understaifd and not enough time.

Same history class: tot B for
semester grade. Got. all A's first
quarter. She lectures all day -
don't think you should-grade on
opinion questio4.

. D on history test. Knew the 'Materials
but didn't do Well on test.. Grades
are important as far as going to
college but for me personallyt

Getting D's on tests. Haven't.
accomplished a lot - wish I had gotten
better err PSAT. Not taking it to go 4,

to college because I'm not interested
in going to college.

Psychology the first semester. At
first, good., talked a lot. Then as
it went bh we,saw it was phony -
disappointing. ,
Physics lab bonng. .Teacher won't
help you when you run' out of leas. Talk
to my dad - he' doesn't give answers
but helps me get them on my own.

t -;r

.
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Question 5 (con's)

a /1101y Gifted (0. 11) Comparl'so oup

Physics class teacher not particu-
larly pleasurable. Strict class.

New teacher now, he's dice.

Physics - teacher bad. Didn't haft
our values and attitude toward us
bad. Left'to have an operation;
said we couldrcome over to his
Ause and work if we wanted to.
Realized how,dedicated he was.

o
D in English. Supposed to write

essay on Faulkner book. Didh)t
read the book and that's, why I got

a D

T -week mtnicourse. Couldn't get
along rilth two teachers. One
taught grammar and the other speech.

_It was like an assembly lime.
Even the best kidsgot turned off.
Some kids were even smoking joints
in class.

calppRIN2 1NHAT.HAPPENi IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL, hHAT IS DIFFERENT..

Out side, pork at Lockheed on
computer. Different than computer
at school. Atmosphere different,
people looser, more chance to talk
to people, whereas teachers ddn't
spend times explaining what they

want.

In school 2 parts: academic part .

and relating to people. I get an

assignment, I do it. There isn't
anyreal control over when I talk
to peers. Out of school, shift
into different world. Try to
relate to family.

3

Not much differenc . klike school.
Do the same in an out. Like math
Pretty much so do a lot at hgme.
Play with cdmputers in school and -
then out also. .

8
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7 ARE THERE THINGS YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THAT YOU IxN'T DISCUSS AT SCHOOL?

)lghly Gifted, (Gr.:11)

Photography. Would prefer to tak- 4w

things that interested me. - 4

Had biology' last and really .

enjoyed it but can't take it
this year btcause I have to finish
physici afid chem., is a

ctwiin you can't break.

Political aspects. geacbefs
don't lik&to grinvolved. The
Might be litacklt for it. Teis-

chers and should stil be
mere like friends but teachers
must maintain authority.

Only thing' discussed twedhool
what the coqrses are about.

l'have lie set abbies oririnterests.

Sewing - costume design. Can't, .

stand.having my work inspected.
.1f there is something really im-
,portant, I don't bring it to
'Schoel.

Poitr). I've never had English
class, that fully went into that.
I would like comprehensive poetry

le course not mechanics: But I can
always do it'out of' class.

Comparison Group

Interested in Jewish Culture.
Don't know how it would work out
i n s chool.

t

8.' VINAT PART COESTiAGINATICN PLAY IN Vail LI

Very ismokant in school. Like physics
experiment - we had to figpre out'an
experiredt to do. We have'to use it
in writing. Youhave to decide wh
to put in a Sentence., Also for etry.

Usually in English classes You imagine
the situation you may b- riting about
and possible variati and ittelpi- ,

tp understand the .blem.

When things
magine I'm
Takes MY
it would

Circu, ents,Iabort Use it to find'
eas r way of doing something. For .

wr Ling. .Analytic thinking for,
ocial studies. '

4 \
\, 0

oing in English, I
a different place._

ppear I u it' very much.

d off school. Outwardly

r ,

82

t

Kgeps me fror; getting bored and helps
write stories.

Gives me ideas for projects. Some-
times I can see a branch in a tree
aid imagine things about it, Ideas
for English. Help me be more uniiue
in that I photogra . Imagine I'm
somewhere else if get bored.

Essay I'm no very imaginative.
It wou Aelp i I had more imagination.

'Imagination hinders my performance
though I do use it in English.

. .

Helps in writing use itein art, too.
.

'Write stories.. Like this but hate it
when teacher writes all over paper
with comments about clauses:

MIS

a-
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9, WHAT KIND OF CLASS SETTING OR WITH WHAT KIND OF TEACHER C1, YOU LEARN BEST?

.

Highly Gifted Gr. 11)41

Learn best with subject I like.

Like history when taught a certain
way., Teachers Iklike.are really
interested in their subject's and

' try to make kids like them. Have

. debates in history. Use my, ,

imagination.

Depends on course. Science, math,
language,need structured approach.
Others' more informal, more individual.,

Depends on subject: English, govern-
ment: knowing the teacher and liking'
the teacher, Science and math: more
structured. If I'm motivated I

learn better in unstructured setting.
Seminars are my idea of unstructured
class. Teacher is more of resourq.

1

Comparison Group

411

When I'm experienojng what I've
learned. In history, through movies.

. Learned most in photograp. Chem .

teacher enjoyable - nice guy. Not
afraid to ask him questions cause
he gives you real good answers.

jilt-Olean history. Learn best when in-
folved in discussion. Do well after

'reading. In German just sat and talked.
. Mom and dad corrected papers. Not

enough speaking.' A

Depends on subject. Ulcer in photography
he gave you assignment, gave.you book,
you come in for test once in a while and.
turf in assigq0ents on time. Another
class was with rigid t hers who

, taught'everything the robably
has been for 100 year . I lea ed in
both,classes. .4.

lf4 Had WOULD YOU ORGAN ieHOOL CR HAVE IT ARRANGED?

Don't think day could be lengthened.
Notoo much homework. -Math especial-
ly guilty of too much Homework.
More time needed 1W/sciences. Shorten
English - teacher is just restating
thinglimayway. More small 'roups.
NorelitTred1P.E. Hare ea-
chers, maybe one-to-one

Similar to alternative sc but
not exactly. Not so much emp asis
on credits or how much work you are
-doing. Individual conferencA with
teachers - Jeis hassle with attend-
ancf. Small groups.

Get rid.of tenure! Class fine - its

ti
just the teachers. Get student
.evaluations of teachers. More
impbctant than teacher evaluation of
students. 11 doesn't matter if you
are in rows or in p circle, its the
teacher that creates the setting:

.Present setup practical. Alternative A .

School set Up' liked. betveenpe two
you could find balance. '

e

More domfortable atmosphere. Each
person is different and needs
different things. Like in history,
you have` to have it, but it doesn't
.really relate to you. I can relate
better to teacher's experiences
than a' book' or moime.

'ft ,

. More classes Mki%mily Life. Talk

to teaeher - leave class if you feel.
like it. You donq learn anything
by staying in class and being super
bored.

,st
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tlestion 10 (con't)
,

Highly Gifted (Gr. II) Comparison Group

fitia
Modular o.k. for college but set
schedule needed for high school,.

. 'Small groups for phYS,Ios. Large
groups for discussions.

'Language

people laned together. Foreign,
'Language small. Larger groups.ok
if everyone at sgme levetof instruc-
tion. -.

. Less g uired classes. Certain
4 classe nd up a waste of time. Cl;

There's tad be better way 'for.
students tck, get fisiknow, ahead Of.
tico,what a certain c4ass- would be

. like-except to hear ftire other
students maybe like auditing °
tie class the sinister before-you .

,take it.

Piave computers teach us. You could
learn What you wantell. There is
this basit chain.' You do things in
high school 'so that you cant do..Come- -

---qhfng else in college sp that you
can do something else in grad school.

.1Nonld love to take an art class
but`I.have not time. I like a

.mixture of self-study and group
study.

1. Mhzii lb YOU LI kZ LEARN ALONE? WITH

\
.17

one

and klal is with
texts. Science al np. You need'

,5 ood texts but you n't need re- ,

7 one there to teach ,y u.
s"

,

rFlistory with othersS English too.
-Alonewith science and math.

."1- ,*
In science with others. English
or writing situations, its more
individual thing. /1* ,

,. . _

Engl ish - individual relatilmship,
with teacher. Pti,ysics, need teacher..
History Yarn more alone. The more

1. sol id,the subjeetsthe more you ,.

,,need the group.

s ,

13iology,alone. Feel better working on
experiments alone, Sometimes it can,
be beneficial to work-with others. In
someuciasses I do this.

Aid in English. 'Otliprs
Studies. 'Mare opportunity to do things
in groups.

History by rnyVel'f. Can't read in
groups. Motivated in history theri I'm
interested. Last year had lots of
lectures and learned the most I. ever had:
Didn't read that much. Math and physics
you peed with others.

(

*.
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Question 11 (con't)

Highly Gifted (Gr. 11)

Math alone. 'I can really understand
on Fly own. Learning in a group
wdild be advantageous like a
discussion about a book. Get
other,opinions, varied dpinions.

With othersmost of time. Useful
to share ideas. Learn faster
wheti,you hate inter-conihunicatiora
going on. Reading book not very
good way to lanrn; it doesn't
stick in my mind as well as iotendction.

if

Comp rison Group

Math, science With others. English
and history part alone, part with
others. Creative-arts and 'things
pith others. Writing and reading
'alone.

Analyze my thoughts on own.
Reports alone, .Math with others
becau e its fun to see who 'gets
the rk done first.

.

History iscosions with others.
In math t doesn't matter. Easier
if one-to-one. Language alone;
English, writing is awful but read-
ing and discussing great! Like
oral reports. *
English with ethers to see what they
are doing. Like to. have examples
from others. .

Alone lfor math and science. With
others to interact. .
Alone when doing composition or talangf
test. Others for discussion.

. ,

ir 2. DO YOU Hit% SOME TEACHERS YOU LIKE TO TALleTO Al3CUT THINGS? -

1 *
4.

To English teachers aboat books,
find out their ideas. Don't talk about

. anything personal. It seems you
Aren't iniloortant. enough to a te cher
for them-to really care. You do

,talk to people who,,don't feel '
terested. I have my parents for
that -d who needs teacher!

English.teacher; art teacher. OtIlers.
.11

sometimes. They know.,I like them
and they like me. I'm not just 'a

'student, I'm a' person.

-.

4*

4 a's.

88',

.

4
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13. l'ONT KIP) OF SCHOOL WORK YOU LIKE BEST? WY?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 11)

Math and science, -trore precise. .

Definite answer. Just seem more
attracted to it. Most of day goes
into4it. Spend most of time doing
it because it is more important to
re.

More' relevant to me and what IC
interested in. Rather go to English
class than to stupid assiply.
Enjoy school especiall his one.,
Went to school in foreign country
for a year and really appreciate
being back.

Science and-math fun. History but
not as much as science.' 1/3 of day
doing work I like best. '

Don't mind reading textbooks. Rather
ndt write essays. .

If its something that's boring I
'just get it over with. Like creating
theories and discovering theories,

Foncal# history and math. Father
alw interested in history and I
guess I inherited At. Fun to get
solution. Quite a bit .of day
goes into these.

'
Maths physics. Given problems to
solve. Really feel.sense of accom-
plistioent. Consolidate.all your
learning an&do something useful
with it. Math and physics seem
closely related.

Rath - always been good in it."
Formulas to work out lots of
stuff may not be relevant to
eyeryday,things. My father is
en.gineer and le uses i t.

Math comes easy to me. Like
science better. Math doesn't really
apply to nealworld unless you,'re
a mathematician. Science helps
you understand real world.

Comparison. Group

86

Reading but it depends on subject.
Lecturing wourd be good way to learn
but you need good lecturer.

Reading - learn something from it.

Doing research = writing essa s.

Chemistry - makes you feel goo hen
you can figure out things. Read ng
a lot.

Reading. Its easy and doesn't take
-much time. About an hour a day.

Written assignment because I do better'
on them than on oral. Like longer term
assignments. Instead ofdoing 50
problems, I would ra.ther dp 2 hard
ones. None of the fchool has this.

Writing essays. Don't like lectures
and-then test. Read chapter, take
lost. Don't learn from this. Having
a reason to remember - not just for
test.

Music - releases tension - more fun
and challenging. Other classes just ,
give you blurbs and facts and figures.

Gym - really like sports. Not busy
work. Normal school datis a waste.,

Auto mechanics, art and P.E. don't
require much homework. I know them '
well. Don't pay attention to history
dates.

Although U.S. History is pretty Wring,
its mighty interesting. You have tb
be open-minded enough to see through
all the ifs propaganda to find out what,
'the U.S. is really like.. I like lbng
term papers.-

4



Question 13 (can't),

Math and physical science. Kind
of have a head for them. Like
having, the teacher propose a
problem and have class rok ,it
out ore blackboard. Getting into
Class discussion on how-to solve
problem is fascinating.

English, reading. Enjoy writing
papers. Don't.like starting papers,
but like them when,I get into
Ahem. Discussion, if group is
enthusiastic.

Writing reports - put things
together so they Ige clear,
organized and show what I'm
thinking. Fun to juggle words
and sentences. But I hard*
spend any of the day doing
this.

Science or social studies where
you are doing project that is mr

left open to yo0. I find I'm
motivated by this type of
assignment. Usually get more out
of it if Ican get into 'subject
ofpy choice.

Biplogy science,always been
something I wanted to do. Like
outdoors and working with animals.
,Most of the classes I take I

/ really enjoy. r
Reading - always been compulsive
reader. Get lots of new ideas from '

books. Like talking with others ,

about new ideas - cah get.so much
from one 11tt1 boot

Sometimis math and French. Depends
on 'Sometimds math is,. ,

fun. Nice to work on problems ,

'if there are nopressures.
. .

Teacher is willing to help and,
thertis no pressurI to do
homework. Like drama, choir and

.sports, aly.

Math because its easiest. Nothing -

really above you. Learn it and
listen. French takes more of a
natural talent. Science and math
I like a lot.

.0.

t
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Fr, WHAT KIND OF SCH)OL WORK E0 YOU LIKE LEAST? WHY? I

Don't like memorizing spelling
words and grammar. Don't have Sny
trouble spelling and learned
grammar in ninth grAde. Dislike
long lists of sentences in, English.
Math problems where they are
drilling over and over. Spend

30%.of the day on this.

1
1D)41 slc:ikellIncgi°4

DOn't mind

o figd.why the persod wrote the

Like lo *read but 'don't

ke what we have td do with the

ading. Don't like to have

story, Just read for,fun:

Don' like writing. Hard time

' exp ,esing thoughts on paper.
Don't like busy work. Its not

challenging. Spend less than

one hour a day on this.
:gm,

Readinglextbooks. Just can't

get through them. Reading some-

thing that's really borihg.
¶extbooks are boring. Right now
we're reading essays - that's
boring because I think they were
written for someone with bigger
vocabulApy. Like readying novels,

though.

Don't object to much of-my school
work. If my English assignment is

' one I don't like, then I have hard
time doing it. Like essay on
bdok I may haye just read. Some-
times teacher asks for more than
anyone could ever hope to cover.

drench - filling in blanks on

worksheet.s.

Epglish -.reading o.k. but don't'

.like teacher. Gives own views,
sets 'down outline and has you

swer.guestions. Contradicts

viewpoint.

.
,

.

A
88

1

French because I get flustered and
really have to work. There is so much

.to learn. Don't have natural talent.

em is too hard. Learning easy

s and keeping up with it.

Math h mework. Reading books.
Can't really get into reading unless

its something I like. Don't re-
, member things I have to read. When

l'in,forced to, I do. Actually very

little Of my day goes into this.

Granznar - don't like it. Can write

things down automitically but I
can't tell you if its a verb or noun or

why its there. Teachers pick out a
book and give you 2 weeks to read it.
Teacher keeps saying some things are
symbolic and they never tell you why.

Don't like laming.

Math when I don't know what I'm doing
and have to ask someone what's going'on.

Reading. Its becomini increasingly,
hard for me. tis&.,to read a lot but
I read very slow and now I av6id
reading. My mind wanders and its too
hard to concentrate.

Writing essays because I don't know

how. For hqstorA,,you do a lot.

Tricky tests in pstory. Learn fel-

test and then "forget. Why does
teacher trick, you? It shouldn't be

graded. .

.
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Question 14 (con4t)

Highly,Gifted (Gr. 11)
Comparison Group

Writing expository papers. rnglish
not my best subject. Don't seem

be able to write freely.

Lab writeups - long term projects.
Hate doing art projects for English. 1
Preparing oral df panel discuss -
ions. Usually one person gets .

hooked into the whole thing and '

you don't really say anything more
profound than if yowhad a class
discussion.

English is boring right now. We're
into vocabulary and things like
that which are fairly simple and .
dull. Like literature, like to
read.

Copying something or plugging in
the formula is easy. Reading
history is different, have to keep
my mind on it. Half of my classes
are just copying and plugging in
answers.'

English. You learn grammar in
,junior high and.they keep on
giving it to you. They think' you
forgot-it. Make you analyze
stories which are irrelevant.
Spend one period of day doing
this.

History and English. Writii
essays and discussing philoso-
phies Mims me off. I don't see
the purpae of literary analysis.
Its ok to write fluent English

andalllmt in history there is
a .lot ofrinforkation I'won't be
using.

lk 92
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10 ' IF YOU COULD HAVE ANY IND OF SITUATION AT SCHOOL AND STYLL GET CREDIT, WHAT

-WOULD YCU ASK FOR?

Highly Gifted (Gr. 11) Comparison Group

. Place little more valme on
individual talentsa. Instead of
boring humdrum Ensh or math,
have computer class or class where
people could learn enough just to

do income tax. I couldn't,ork

in alter ive school. HaVe

troubl pacing myself but my

sister gets credit for taking

.her do for a walk.

Not so much English. Been a

waste of time for me. Of you
want to write poetry or read
stories, you should be able to

take elective. Have expository
writing earlier. 'Eliminate stupid
texts and teachers.

exploratory Experiences. Worked
in lab - helped veterinarian.
Nice toesee what an occupation is
like be ore you actually go ahead

on it. Nice to get outside and

sit o grass once in a while.
ComBine learning and fun, ljke

choir invited to LA. There are

lots of, things yoU'cao't learn
in school - have to experience
them.

First *pulse is to take vacation.
,Then I would probably come back
and do what I'm doing now._ More

emphasis on occupational things. r-

Right now there are too many

solids. A gym You go to anytime;

&ice to have a'beach around; things

would be pretty similar but I'm

sure I would get bored with any-
thing else pretty quickly.

Get someone who could help me

with drama. They could show me

how to act and how to perform
in front of people. Probably

spend all day working on drama and

music. Like to read, too.

I would like more Biology. We

should have time to do what we
want. _Took biology last year

and now there isn't anymore.

r

Like exploratory experiences but it
doesn't work .put for me. Alternative
school too unttructured. TiOed it and

learned nothing. Have "funner" classes.

Maybe requirements to get to college
should be changed. You don't have time

for fun classes when you have to take
required college ones.

Like in England. Testing where its not .

all that'important to do homework every

night. Tested on material and if you

idow it, you pass.

Short, narrow subject classes. 4-week

study in depth. Have many topics to-
choose from. Take as much time as needed.
If you're discussing and ell rings, stay

/I)
and continue discussing I'd like not
to have to hassle with attendance office
about missing classes..

Police work with exploratory experiences.
Given more choices. -txt students pick
hobelong their day should

_ scale alternative school - indY type.
In Large

Some structured classes for those kids
who learn better that way. Places to

go when you need help.

° Building something. Geometry classes

sti be able to plan baseball diamond
15r something like that. Get exposure

to it and then you would learn. Do it
instead of-hearihg it. -..

Living in different communities.' Learn
-about survival in different places.
Live off the land; learn about seacoast,
mountaigs, etc. Learn to farm, live in

San Francisco. Go to Mexico if you're

learning Spanish. I'd like tq work

at a zoo.
.

Pick one subject and learn it completely.
Way It is now you spread yourself too .

thin. If you direct all your energy to
6ne goal, thi k it wouldbe better.

School that ravels around the country.

Talk to different people. This school

is tty good; pretty hard to set up

.rpe( ;,,lituation. I get riot,00t of ..

the asses I like. .

$
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